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' INTRODUCTION ,:

This report serves as the Final Report for research supported by the

Natlonal Aeronautics and Space Administration, Coddard Laboratory for Atmospheric

Sciences under Grant NSG-5252. (Optimum Employment of SateUlte Indirect Soundings

as Numerical Model Input.) The fundamental goal of this project was to identify

characteristics of satelllte-derlved temperature soundlnss that would olgatfi-

cantly affect their use as input for numerical weather prediction models.

_ Many of the previous sounding evaluations involved model impact studies

that mixed aateUite soundings with conventlonal data, before the error charac-

teristics of the satelllte soundings were fully defined. In contrast, our work

has emphasized independent evaluations of satellite soundings to better define

these error characteristics. The artlcle by Koehler presents a Nimbus-6 aoundla 8

study from February 1976 (during the winter Data Systems Test). His results

reveal an underestimation of the strength of synoptic scale troughs and ridges,

and associated gradients in isobaric height and temperature fields. The most

significant errors occur near the earth's surface and the tropopauee. The instru-

ments carried aboard Nimbus-6 were prototypes for those carried aboard the TIROS-N

and NOKK-6 satellites, which provided the global distribution of satelllto-derlved

temperature profiles durln& the important FGGE year observational study (Iron

December 1978 through November 1979).

Soundings from the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 satellltes are evaluatod in Sclmidt,

Koehler and flora. Their results are remarkably slmllar to those from Kochler,

again showing a_ underestimation of upper level trough amplltudes leadlng tq

weaker therual gradient depictions in satellite-only fields. These errors show a

definite correlation to the synoptic flow patterns.

Derber, Koehler and flora used ore of Schmldt et al.'s 8atelllte-only analy-

sis to initialize a numerlcal model torecaat, and found that these synoptically

correlated errors are retained In the forecast sequence. If the sounding errors

were not retained or were more random In nature, they could be more easily com-

bined with conventional data in dat._ rich regions. However, the correlated nature

of these sounding error_ complicates their incorporation into conventional data

sets. Thus, this.knowledge of the nature of the satellite errors should beused

in additional efforts to develop metho,.,which can facillitate the inclusion of

satelllte-soundlng information into _'e observational data mix.

• • . . . .
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A Case Study of Height and Temperature Analyses ,!

Derived from Nimbus-6 Satellite Soundings

Thomas L. Koehler

Department of Meteorology •

i Universityof Wisconsln-Madlson,WI 53706
[
f.

Abstract

Height and temperature analyses were constructed on a subset of the

LFM grid using onlyNimbus-6 satellite temperature profiles from approximate-

ly 1800 GMT 22 Feb. 1976. Several experiments were performed to evaluate

various features of these satelllte-derlved analyses. Fields derived from

the bracketing LFM analyses provide the verification data. Results from this

study provide Inslgh _ into possible reasons for the inconclusive results from .

the DST-6 impact studies.

The results iudicate that Nimbus-6 soundings were able to correctly

position the major troughs and ridges, but underestimate gradients in the

analyses due prlmarilY to the soundings being too warm in the troughs. •No ,.

advantage could be found in using a set of satellite soundings with a greater

horizontal resolution than the DST soundings.

While the satellite soundings for this period were _egraded due to a

loss of one set of infrared channels, results from this study are quite slm-

liar to those presented in Phillips et al. (1979), Schlatter (1981) and Schmldt

et al. (1981) with more recent TIROS-N and NOAA-6 sounding data. This sug-

gests inherent limitations in the methods used to derive these soundings, and

in their incorporation into conventional data sets.

!



1. Zntroduetion

The ability to provide accurate synoptic scale weather predictions

from one to several days has been hampered by the lack of conventional datm

over large regions of the globe, especlally ocean regions, During the last

decade conslderable effort has been expended to a11evlate this problem by

providing truly global data sets. The culmlnatlon of this effort was reached

•\ in the collectlon of the FGGE year data sets (December 1978 to November 1979)

Vertlcal temperature profiles derived from sate11ite measurements comprise an

integral part of these global data sets.

During the periods 18 August to 4 September 1975 and 2 February to 4

Harch 1976, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) conducted

Data Systems Tests (DST-5 and DST-6, respectlvely) to evaluate several compo-

nents of the speclal FGGE observing systems in an operational mode. During

the DST periods, atmospheric temperature profiles were derived from radio-

metric data measured by instruments aboard the Nimbus-6 satellite. These in-

struments were prototypes of those carried aboard the TIROS-N and NOAA-6

satellltes during the FGGE year.
• . .

As part of the DST evaluations, several research institutions completed

impact studies designed to assess the effect of Nimbus-6 satelllte soundings

on Northern llemlspherlc model predictions. Two and three day forecasts

started fromlnltlal states with and without satelllte temperature profile

data were verified. The results from these studies, as presented by Miyakoda

et al. (1977) for the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), Nalem htal.

(1978) for the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) and Desmarais et al.

(1978) for the National Meteorological Center (_[C), were inconclusive. Con-

siderable debate was generated between these groups concerning the reasons

for the lack of significant impact. While the poor quality of satellite sound-

tngs may have been a major cause for the lack of Impact, other design features

-_ of the studies may have contributed. For example, impact was primarily deter-

mined using two to three ,lay forecasts from relatively coarse mesh (_400 km

grid spacing)ntlmerlcal models. Finer rcsolutlon model runs ever shorter

periods are knb£m to be more accurate. Also, satellite soundings were mixed

with data from other sources for these studies. Since satellite soundings

have different characteristics than radlo:;onde soundings, care must be taken

to combine them properly. The results from the DST experiments raised serious

questions conce rnin_ the ability of satellite t;otmdings to provide the
. • • , . , • .

• . . . . • . .
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additional, rellable information over data-sparse regions needed for improved"

numerical weather prediction.

In this paper, a case study approach is used to evaluate Nimbus-6 satel-

llte soundings over the data-dense region of North America for one day from

the winter DST-6 period. Analyses of mandatory pressure level heights were •

constructed on a subset of the Limlted-area Fine Mesh (LFM) model grid of NMC,
t

which had a grid spacing of 190.5 km. This grid permitted a better resolution

of synoptic scale patterns than the coarser grids used in the DST impact

studies. The height fields were construzted using only satellite soundings

and conventional surface data, eliminating the problems involved with mixing .

satelllte soundings with conventional upper air data. In addition to evalu-/
/

.... atlng the ability of satellite soundings to define height fields, other inves-

tlgatlons were undectaken. These included using both the DST resolution and

a higher horizontal resolution data set, manually checking the soundings for

horizontal consistency, and subjecting the satelllte-derlved analyses to the

LFM model initialization procedure.

Several factors have ]Imlted the applicability of the results from th_s

study to the soundings collcc=ed during the FGGE year. This paper presents

the results from research conducted in 1977 and 1978, a period when the DST

impact studies were',appearing, and before TIROS-N and NOAA-6 soundings became.

available. The operational retrieval methods used to process TIROS-N sound-

lags were modified as a result of the experience gained from the DST results.

Also, the instruments aboard the TIROS-N model satellites have wider scan

angles than those aboard Nimbus-6, decreasing the wide gaps between adjacent

satellite passes. Finally and more importantly, measurements in the 15 _m

infrared channels were degraded by an instn=ent malfunction during the winter

DST period, and were not used in the Nimbus-6 sounding retrievals.

Despite all of these limitations, useful Informatlon can be gleaned from /

the results presented• The soundings evaluated in the DST impact tests were de-

- rived in the same manner as those appllcd In this study. Since satellitesound-

ingswere not mlxedwlth conventional upper air data, certain properties exhib-

ited by Nimbus-6 soundings that may have led to the lack of model impact may be

identified. It is also interesting to compare these "degraded" results to those

from more recent studies with TIROS-N soundings such as Schmidt et al. (1981),

Schlatter (1981) and Phillips et al. (1979). These comparisons may indicate

whether the improvements made in the TIROS-N processing have had a Significant



' " effect on the thermal fields defined by satellite soundings.

The presentation of this study proceeds in the following manner. The

pertinent characteristics of the satellite sounding data are presented

Section 2, followed by a description of the study's design in Section 3. Am

data screening and analysis method appear in Section 4. Section 5 presents

the results, which are summarized in the conclusions (Section 6).

2. The satellite sounding data

! The orbital characteristics of the Nimbus-6 satellite, and the retriev-

al methods used to determine temperatures from the "_easured radiances, played

an important role in the design of this study. The Nimbus-6 satellite was

placed in a nearly sun-synchronous polar orbit, with the northbound orbital

segments passing overhead at local noon (approximately.1800 GMT over the U.g.).

Consecutive northbound passes cross the equator about 107 minutes apart, with

passes progresslng from east to west. Thus, satellite soundings are available

in continuous swaths circling the globe, a limited number of which are avail-

able at the same time as conventional synoptic upper air observations. This

asynoptic nature of satelllte-derlved temperature profiles has presented com-

plex problems in both their application and evaluation.

Two Instruments aboard the Nimbus-6 satel_i_e provided the raw radlsn=e

data used to derlve tropospheric temperature soundings: the High-resolutlon

l_nfrar_edS_ounder (HIRS) and the Sca___nnlngllicrowaveSpectrometer (SCAMS). Both

Instrume,_ts had scanning capabilities allowing them to provide fields of data.

The HIRS scanning geometry is described in great detail because it served as a

basis for the method used to convert radiance to temperatures.

As Nimbus-6 moved along its orbital path, both the HIRS and SCAMS in-

struments scanned from left to right (see S_ith and Woolf, 1976). HIRS had a

much smaller field of view (29.1 km diameter at nadir) compared to SCAMS

(144 km). Also, HIRS required frequent inflight calibrations which resulted

in gaps within the HIRS radiance data called calibration intervals. Each cal-

ibration interval covered an area equivalent to that of four scan lines and

was thus approximately 120 km wide in the direction along the orbital path.

T_enty scans were made between calibration intervals, each scan consisting

of 42 individual fields of view. Thus, if a temperature retrieval was made

for each individual HIRS field of view, 840 soundings would appear between

calibration intervals, over an area 619 km by 1821 km (roughly equlvalent to.
• . .

. :

• i
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i one-seventh the area of the adjacent 48 states). The high density of possible

: HIES soundings is both impractical and unmanageabl_ for most purposes. Also,

factors such as clouds, varying surface emissivities, pronounced surface ele-

;, vatlon changes, and instrument noise cause some of the radiances to be unsult-
f
| able for temperature retrievals. Therefore, HIES data from several adjoining

"_ fields were combined to decrease the total number of soundings and to remove

•i_ unsuitable radiances.

The following description of the method used to combine the radiancer.

data in the operational retrieval process is based on the HIES scanning geom-

. etry illustrated in Figure i. In this schematic diagram individual fields of

view between two calibration Intervals are depicted as circles. (The actualt

field of view would have an elliptical footprint which increases in size as

the scan angle measured from nadir increases.)

The first step in obtaining a manageable data set was to subdivide this

set of 840 fields of vlew into 30 subset arrays of 28 fields of view each.

These subsets are called |lIES 4x7 blocks because each contains four fields of

' vlew along the orbital path by seven fields of view across the orbital path

, (see Fig. I). l_ithin a 4x7 block, each flIES measurement is checked for con- "

slstency using SCA_IS measurements interpolated to the HIES fields of view.

Acceptable radiances are then combined using a method descrioed by Smith and

Woolf (1976), deslgned to minimize the effect of cloud contamination. This

combination yields a set of clear column (cloud-free) flIES radiances repre-

' sentative of the 4x7 blocks, located by X's in Fig. i. These clear column

radiances are supplemented by SC&MS microwave radiances interpolated to the

cloud-free radiance locations.

NESS had originally planned to provide temperature retrievals derived

at these 4x7 locations during the DST data collection periods. _ optimum of

, 30 soundings between calibratlon intervals would then have been available.

Normal distances between these soundings would have been either 120 km or
B

240 km along the orbital path, and 300 km normal to the orbital path. (The

longer 240 km distance along the orbital path is the distance between two

soundings on either side of a calibration interval.) _IC, however, found t[,e

number of 4x7 soundings to be too laro_ for operational data handling purpc3es.

A maximum of 12 rather than 30 sounding_ between calibration intervals was

deemed a more manageable number. To Inplement this reduction, averaging of

the clear column lnfr.ared and interpolated microwave radiances for adjacent ...

4x7 blocks along the.orbital path was performed. " ..

• . . . . • • - . . .
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Figure 1. A simplified schematic of the HIRS ~ata

averaging process. Circles represent individual
"IRS fields of view. The dashed lines outline HIRS
4x7 hlocks. TIle 4x7 soundings are indicated by X's
and the nST soundings by 0' s. Shaded circle~
represent 4x7 blocks with an inadequate number of
"IRS ~easurementB for sounding retrievals.

Figure 2.
grid used
analyses.

The LFM grid and the subset
for the satellite-derived

I."I

..
.. Figure 3. Rimbus-6 soundings at

about'Q60G GMT: 22 Feb. 1976 •
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I With only five 4x7 blocks available along the orbital path between cal-

_-_ .... I ibration Intervals, overlapplng averages were required. 111 colu=n A (Fig. I)

: {, for example, cloud free radiances from blocks 1, 2 and 3 were averaged to _"

=_ yleld a DST sounding (['-_) centered in block 2. Likewise, radiances from
blocks 3, 4 and 5 were also averaged to create another DST sounding in block

t 4. The conversion from averaged radiances to temperature profiles was accom-

-_ plished with an eigenvector approach also described by Smith and Woolf (1976).

In an ideal situation, with no unacceptable HIRS data, twelve DST soundings

.[ would thus have been produced between calibrations with a spacing of 2_0 km.

I along the orbital path within that region, and a spacing of 480 km across the
I

I calibration interval. _e spacing in the other direction would remain at
i 300

i Examples to the right of the orbital path in Fig. 1 Illustrate how

: thls averaging was affected when adequate acceptable HIRS sounding pairs wereI

' unavailable within certain 4x7 blocks. These blocks are indicated by shaded

i circles. In Column D, two DST soundings result from averaging radiancus from

i blocks 2 and 3,'and 3, 4 and 5 respectively. Note that the DST sounding is

positioned at the center of the blocks being averaged. DST soundings also

i appear In blocks E1 and F3 because only the one block was available for the

average.

Both DST and 4x7 temperature soundings are evaluated In this study.

! The r_aindifference between the 4x7 and DST sounding sets is horizontal reso-

• lution. There are also other differences. In the DST data set, mlcrow_ve

i only soundings were generated in regions where clear column radiances were

i unavailable, and the microwave data were acceptable. Also, in recalculating

the 4x7 soundings from the original radiance data, more stringent acceptance

I criteria were used in the clear column infrared radiance determinations. Thus,

, If DST soundings appeared in regions where no 4x7 soundings were m_de, those

soundings were either _icrowave only soundings or ones that passed the less

" stringent DST acceptance requirements.

3. The study design

As mentioned earlier a case study approach was used in this Investlga-

tlon. DST and 4x7 satellite soundings from five consecutive Nimbus-6 satel-

lite passes over'North America at local noon 22 February 1976; along with• •

1800 G_ surface.•observations, comprise the raw data for the experiment. Nhile
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• . ! the DST data set was made generally available for the DST impact tests con-

ducted at several reseacch institutions, the higher resolutlon 4x7 soundlngr

for this February case were generated upon special request by the NESS group

' here at Wisconsin, and are unique to this study. The only previous study em-

ploying 4x7 soundings was by Elechman and Horn (1981), who Investlg_ted the

_i use of higher resolution soundings in delineating a Jet streak over North

i, Amerlca on 25 August 1975.

Both the DST and 4x7 data sets were carefully Inspected to detect in-

i consistent soundings, which were removed from these sets yielding two addi-

: tlonal data sets, the screened DST and screened 4x7 sets, Analy_es of heights

on the mandatory pressure levels were constructed for each of the four result-

ing sounding sets (both screened and unscreened) on a sL_set of the L_'Hgrid.

These analyses were then passed through tl_e L_! model initiallzatlon process.

Finally, the sate11Ite analysis and Inltl_llzat!..n flelds were compared to

equivalent LFH fields uqing methods designed tj evaluate both magnitude and
gradient tnfo,rmatlon.I

Results from these comparisons can provide insight into the following

pertinent questions. Howwell do height and temperature fields prepared from

DST-6 satellite soundings and surface data describe atmospheric _eatures rele-
vant to numerical prediction? _at effect does increasing the horizontal

resolution of satellite temperature soundings •have upon :hese fields? _re the

fields consi,lerably improved by a ca-eful manual screening of the temperature

• soundings? And to what degree are satellite thermal analyses affected by.LFM

model initialization? Answers to these questions, even if they are only pat-

tial answers, could prove valnable in developing better methods for combining

satellite soundings with data from other sources. _e remainder of this ge_--

tiou is devoted to explaining the de"elopment of this experimental design.

Co_on sense d_ctates that satellite soundings must be evaluated over

regions with dense conventional data coverage. Since model initializations

were also tc be evaluated, it seemed logical to employ an exlstlng numerical

model over a data-dense region for this study. The I.FMmodel fulfilled not

only these requlremcnts, but also had a 190.5 klngrid spacing (tr=e at BOON)

that allowed better resolution of important synoptic scale features ahan the

roughly 400 km grid meshes employed in the DST impact tests. Anothor advan-

tage in using the L_I is its familiarity in tbe meteorological co-."_unlty.The

analysis subset grid employed in this study is superlmposed on the complete

LFM _rid in Figure. 2. "" ..

- . . . . • - . . .
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, Several factors influenced the choice of tlme period studied. A case

i from DST-6 with strong winter temperature gradients would enable a better "

.. evaluation of satellite capabilities than a case fr_,m the sur_e r DST-5. How- _ f

_. ever the HIRS Instrument malfunctioned before the start of DST-6p degrading

the longwave infrared channels and the resultant temperature profiles Also,
p.." LF_ tapes for the DST-6 period were available here at the University ef Wis-

consin due to a special arrangement with t_.C. These tapes are not routinely
archived and are therefore not readily available for use in case studies. ,_'i"

Daily weather maps from the DST-6 period were studied re find an inter- :'"

%. esttng synoptic case suitable to this investigation. A case with two troughs "'.
L In the analysis reglonappeared from 21 February through 23 February 1976.

The DST sounding locations were extracted from the NESS sounding archive tapes ""

from 16 February through 23 February. These locations were plotted over a '

region slightly larger than the LFM grid to get a general idea of the data "'_

distribution available. Nlmbus-6 passed overhead at local noon and midnight, _

and thus passed over North America a few hours on either side of 0600 GMT and ''

1800 GMT. Unfortunately, no observations were processed Jurlng data readouts
\,

over the United States at roughly 0600 GHT, resulting in large data _aps over _"

the region of interest. This is Illustrated in Figure 3 for.satellite passes \

at roughly 0600 GMT 22 February 1976. The lack of adequate data coverage

over the United States at 0600 GMT precluded-any attempt to study the time

continuity of satellite analyses. It was finally decided to use the 1800 GMT

22 February soundings in this case study. The distribution of DST and 4x7 .i.__.

satellite sounding locations for this period are shown in Figure 4.

Two properties of the satellite sounding data sets complicated the

verification procedt,res used In this evaluation. First, the satellite sound- "_

lags in the analy3is region were taken at roughly 1800 CMT (±3 hours), nearly

midway between the conventional 1200 Cb_ and 0000 CMT synoptic times, as

shown schematically in Figure 5. In addition, consecutive passes are 107

minutes apart, which leads to a 6 hour time difference between the eastern-

. most and westernmost soundings in the analysis region. This problem is better

illustrated in Figure 6, an observation time analysis from the unscreened DST

data set. Another problem is also depicted in this figure. The shading de-

notes the wedge-shaped satellite data-void regions between consecutive passes"

that appear south of about 55°N. These data gaps cause unique analysis • .
problems. _-
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Rather than Just comparing the satellite results at roughly 1800 CMT

to the bracketing 1200 G_ and 0000 GMTvalues, as done by Horn etal. (1976)

and Petersen and Horn (1977), bogus LFM verification fields were 8enerated

which incorporated these limiting features of the satellite sounding data sets,

namely data gaps and asynopttc times. The first step in constructing bogus

LH4 analyses was to remove the time differences between the satellite and LFM

. analyses. This was performed by Interpolation to satellite sounding times

from the four bracketing LFM analyses using overlapping quadratic polynomials.

Two sets of bogus LFM analyses were constructed. The first simply interpo-

lated grid point values in time using the grid point analysis of satellite

observation time illustrated in Figure 6. The generation of the second bogus

set involved a more complicated two step procedure. In the first step, grid
point values were interpolated in space to the satellite observation locations

for all four bracketing LFM analyses, and then interpolated to the reported

satellite sotmdtng time. (These soundings were used as the verification data

in the colocated_compartsons.) The bogus LFM set was then derived by inter-.

polatlng these colocated values in space back to the grid points using the

same analysis and filtering procedure applied in the satellite sounding thick-
ness analyses.

The flrst bogus LFM analysis set derived from tlme interpolation only

provides an estimate of the L}_ fields valid at the times of the satellite

observations. In the second bogus LFM set, both time and space interpolations

are employed to further slmu_ate inherent spatial limitations of the satellite "

soundings in this case. Thls latter bogus LFM set is labelled INTERP LFM to

emphasize the spatial interpolation. A comparison between these two bogus LFM

analysis sets given later In this report provides an estimate of how much in-

formation Is lost in the analysis process.

The satelllte-derlved analyses can at best be expected to reproduce

the II_£ERP LFM bogus analyses. Therefore, those fields serve as the standard

of comparison in the visual and grldded statistical evaluations. In essence,

the LFM analyses have been degraded _o the same level as their satellite-

derived counterparts to provide equlvalcnt comparisons.

" A final point to consider In this discussion of the ca_e study deslgu

is that the Nimbus-6 soundlngs provided only temperature data at 21 levels

between i000 mb aud'100 mb inclusive, and thickness value_ derived from these'"

temperatures for layers between I000 mb and each remaining mandatory level
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(1000-850 mb, 1000-700 mb, etc.). Reference level information was needed to

determine heights on mandatory pressure levels used in the e_aluattons.

Heights of the 1000 mb level derived from surface observations taken at

_ 1800 GHT from the surface synoptic stations and other sources provided the "'

reference level information. These 1000 mb heights were derived using stan-

dard reduction methods described in SchUepp et al. (1964).

In constructing the bogus LFM data sets, thickness values relative to

I000 mb rather than heights were the fields interpolated in time. The same

reference level values used in the satellite analysis were used to derive the

heights in these bogus LFM sets. The reason for proceeding in this manner,

rather than interpolating height values directly, was to remove any bias that

may enter from the different I000 mb height determination methods used in this

study and at NMC.

4. Data screening and analysis methods

An important and tlme consuming segment of this study was the manual "-

screening of the DST and 4x7 satellite soundings. This screening procedure

._ involved a careful examination of both vertical and horizontal sections of

the atmosphere to detect inconsistent soundings removed to create the screened"

data sets. Before proceedi_g with this screening, the original 4x7 data set

was supplemented with selected DST soundings in data gaps such as Texas, the

northeast U.S. and central Canada, wIlere soundings available in the DST set

were not available in the 4x7 set (see Figures 4A and 4B). Only 14 DST sound-

ings derived from a single 4x7 block of I{IRS measurements were added to the

original set of 356 4x7 soundings. These additional soundings were either

ml "wave only or those rejected due to more stringent 4x7 acceptance criteria.

While such soundings may have been uf lower quality than the original 4x7 set,

they provided more information than no data in these regions, and still had

to pass the consistency checks in the screening procedure. The positions of

the amended 4x7 sounding set, hereafter called simply the 4x7 set, are shown

in Figure 4C.

The first step in the screening procedure was to plot and hand analyze

horizontal maps of m_ndatory level temperatures and thicknesses relative to

i000 mb from both the DST and 4x7 _;otmding sets. Inconsimiant soundings were•

noted for each anaiiysis. Cro_s-sectional analyses of potential temperature

and Isotachs of the thermal wlnd relative to 1000 mb were constructed from
- . , . . • • . • ,



the level ten_rat,-e information using an objective method developed by ." .

Whittaker and Petersen (1977). Thermal wind analyses measure thermal gradi-

ents along the crosssection and are valuable in detecting vertlcally inte-

grated gradient errors. Six roughly north-south cross sections were con-

structed for each orbital path, one for each of the columns labelled A through

F in Fig. I. The 6 cross sections for each pass were displayed sequentlallY

to aid in detecting Inconsistencies from one section to the next. •

Figure 7 illustrates how cross-sectlonal analysis can emphasize solmd-

Ing errors. The westernmost column of soundings from the 4x7 data set were• . . . .

used in this figure. Often errors of one sign in the lower troposphere for

a given sounding were accompanied by errors of the opposite sJgn in the upper

troposphere. The two soundings labelled 5068 and 5090 show this typical prob_

lean, with 5068 being too warm in the lower troposphere and too cold near

300 mb, while the opposite is _rue of 5090. Note how the thermal wind analy-

sis emphasizes a problem between 5084 and 5090.

Inconsistent soundings detected in the horizontal hand analyses were •

double-checked on _he cross sections, with gross inconsistencies at any level"

causing removal of the entire sounding. The multidimensional view from both

horizontal and vertical sections helped in making the decision of which were

the poor soundlngs, a decislon that was sometimes easy, but often difficult..

In the example from Figure 7, the decision _o remove 5068 and 5090 from the

screened data set was fairly straightforward, but the decision to removeS084

was more difficult because it required comparisons with other cross sections.

The soundings deemed inconsistent by this method are indicated by a

[] in Figure 4. The yield of acceptable soundings is much higher for the

DST set than for the 4x7 set. Only 16 of 300 (5.3%) of the DST soundings

were removed to form the screened DST set, while 107 out of 370 (28.9%) were

removed from the 4x7 set. This result is not surprising since as many as

three 4x7 soundings were averaged together to form one DST sounding, smooth-

ing errors found in the 4x7 set. Thus, while the yield of the DST soundings

was higher than that of the 4x7 set, good data may have been averaged with

poor data to give mediocre yet consistent soundings.

Unfortunately, cloud contamination is not the sole factor in producing

inconsistent soundings. A distinct inconsistent-cloudy relationship is dif-

ficult to percelve-from Figure 8, where the 4x7 sounding locations are super-

imposed upon a hand analysis of percent cloudiness reported for each satellite

i
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CLOUDINESS ANALYSIS

Figure 8. Satellite sounding percent cloudiness analysis
superimposed upon the 4x7 sounding locations (Fill. 4C).
Isopleths are dra_,n_every 25%, with areas above 50".', cloudi-

ness shaded. [] again indicates unacceptable soundings.



sounding. (Comparison_ against a cloud analysls from the surface synoptic

/ network, satellite cloud photographs, radar maps and precipitation reports

demonstrated that this analysis gives a reasonable repre3entatlon of cloud

cover.) The cloud band along the east coast was by far the most active in

terms of prcclpitatlon, which may have degraded mlcrowave only soundings i_

that region. Much of the cloud contamination problem already appeared in the

form of missing data in the mostly cloudy regions.
t

The satellite data screening procedure took considerable time and ef-

fort. The decision to remove a given sounding often required a complete,

three-dimensional view of the data structure. This fact, along with the lack

of any systematic relation between clouds (and precipitation) and inconsistent

soundings, would complicate attempts to computerize this screening procedure.

" The next step in the study was to construct grldded height analyses for

both the screened and unscreened 4x7 and DST sounding sets (4 satellite-
;

derived sets total). The process of transfot-mlhg data at observations into

final analyses on the LD}I grid involves several interpolation and filtering

operations which form the analysis procedure. Several characteristics of the

basic data (satellite soundings and surface ohservatlons) presented certain

difficulties which required special consideration in the development of this

procedure.

The wedgeishaped data gaps between sateliite pass soutli of about 55"N

create an abrupt transition in data coverage that can cause severe interpola-

tion problems. Also, the satellite soundings provided only thickness inform

mation which was combined with base level information from surface observa-

tions to form the isobaric height data used in the analyses. The analysis

procedure was designed taking these factors into account.

The analysis process employs two types of interpolation: interpola-

tion from the unevenly spaced observations to the uniform set of grid points,

and its inverse, interpolation from grid points to observations. The latter

is needed to proytde first guess and 1000 mb height values at observation

locations. Seycral methods were teqted for each type of interpolation, using

a typical set of'Nimbus-6 sounding locations to simulate the data tap problem.

Data values at both I,D_ grid point_ ;_nd these ob_:crvation locations were spe-

cified b_ analytic functions designed to approximate atmospheric height lad

:_ temperature fields. The ability to specify values at both observation and

grid point locdttbns permitted an exact measure of accuracy for the dlifefcnt.
• .." . . .

. . . . . . . - . • • . .
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Interpolatlon methods tested. .

The results from these interpolatlon experiments are presented in

Koehler (1979). The grid to observation interpolation test results indicated

that the optimum interpolation method developed by Gandin (1963) was among

the most effective for this particular application. A modification of this •
/
• method also discussed by Gandln, called optimum interpolatlon with normalized

\
"- weights, was chosen for the observation to grid interpolations in this study.

Normalization of the Interpolation weights was incorporated to counter the

variability in the sum of the interpolation weights that appeared in the

satellite data gaps.

Excellent dlscusslon on the theoretical basis for optimum interpola- .

tion methods and their development are presented by Gandin (1963), Schlatter'.

(1975) and Bergman (1978). A detailed description of the interpolation method

used in this study is presented in Koehler (1979). Only certain features of

this method will be discussed he.e.

The method is designed to incorporate the statistical structure ofthe...

field being analyzed (isobaric height). The observational error structure is

also included in the analysis method, such as the correlated nature of the

satellite soundings. The specification of these statistical properties is

fully d'escribed in'KOe_ler (1979). "

The eight closest observations are used for a given grid point, and

only one set of Interpolation weights are determined for each data set. These

weights are used to construct analyses at all mandatory level_. The analyses

for most variables used persistence first guess fields taken from the LFM

analysis 18 hours previous to the satellite analyses• Analyses of varlables

with no first guess field (such as the time analysis In Figure 6) could still

be performed due to normalization of the interpolation weights.

// As mentioned before, a grid to observation interpolation method was
needed to transfer the gridded first guess values and i000 mb heights to the

satellite observation locations. A method introduced by Bleck and Haagenson

(1968) that employs overlapping quadratic polynomials proved to be both ac-

curate and efficient for thim type of interpolation.

A step-by-step description of the analysis procedure follows• Since

all four satellite sounding sets and the bogus LFM fields used the same

i000 mb base level information, the 1800 GMT I000 mb analysis was comrlet,_d"

f_rst. First guess values were interpolated to the surface synoptic station
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and ship report locations. Interpolation weights were then derived for the

8 closest observations to each grid point, with only those observations within

2000 km eligible for use at that point. THUS, it is possible that fewer than

8 observations were used in the interpolation to certain grid points in data

sparse regions. After the analysis values were determined by applying these

weights, a filter consisting of a smoother-desmoother was passed over the

\ 1000 mb analysis to remove small scale noise from the initial analysis. This

filter is the same as one applied in the postprocessing of LFM initial hour

and forecast fields. (See Gerrlty and Newell, 1976.) The spectral response

ofthls filter, and another called the combined filter are depicted in

Figure 9, the latter being used to filter the upper level, satellite-derlved

height analyses. Note that the effect of these filters is to remove all 2Ax

noise from the analysis, while synoptic scale features at longer wavelengths

are retained.

The next series of steps was repeated for each of the four satelllte

sounding sets. The I000 mb height values at each satellite sounding location

were obtained by'a grid to observation interpolation from the 1000 mb analy-

sis. These I000 mb heights were added to the satellite-derived thicknesses,

yielding isobaric heights at each of the nine mandatory levels between 850

and 100 mb. First guess values were also estimated at each sound!ng location

" by grid to observation interpolat!on.

Analysls weights were then calculated for each of the four sounding

• locatlon distributions. The raw height analyses at all mandatory levels for

a given sounding distribution were then calculated with one set of interpola-

tion weights. The combined smoother from Gerrity and Newell (1976) was ap-
/

plied to these raw height analyses to produce the final satellite height

analyses studied extensively in the following sections.

One facet of the experiment was to determine the effect of model ini-

tialization on the mass field variables described by satellite soundings. The

LFM model initialization program at t@IC, described by Gerrity (1977), was run

with the satelilte data sets. _ile this initialization consists of several

operations, the vertical interpolation of height and temperature values from

the I0 mandatory pressure levels between 1000 mb and 100 mb to the model's

o-coordlnate layers is of primary importance here. Also, while values on o

surfaces serve as model initialization fields, researchers using LFM _ave

tapes are normally restricted to studying postpro,:es_ed initial hour data on
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Table I. Statistics for the second bogus LFM minus first bogus LFH

height field differences. Blas and P_MSvalues are in meters while
SI values are dimensionless, These statlgtlcs provide a measureof' '
the information lost in the analysis process due mainly to systemaLic
datagaps between satellite passes.

LEVEL (MB) BIAS RMS SI

850 0.5 8.2 22.9

700 0.7 9.2 19.7

500 1.4 12.2 16.4

400 2.0 14.2 1,5.3

:300 2.9 16.4 14.8

250 1.8 14.6 13.4

200 1.4 12.1 12.9

150 I .4 11.3 139
, •

I00 0.8 I I.I IT.9

• . • °

i"

i-
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isobaric surfaces. Another vertlcal inte_polatlon from o to p is Involved i

_ in the postprocessing, which has the effect of further s_oothing the height : .

and temperature field (tlyde, 1977). This should be kept in mind when con-

sidering the effects of the initialization presented in subsequent sections.

_, 5. Results

; The degree to which satelllte soundlngs can provide either magnitude

or gradient information for atmospheric rm_ss field variables is an important

consideration in their future appllcation. Several methods were employed tO.

evaluate both magnitudes and gradients from the satelllte-derlved analyses.,"

These methods include visual comparisons of the basic fields, statistical .

measures co=only used in forecast verifications and comparisons of dynami@'.

quantities derived from the basic fields, such as geostrophlc wind, geo-

strophic temperature advectlon and available potential energy.

As mentioned earlier two LFM verification data sets were constructed

from a time interpolation of the bracketing LFM fields to the times of thej

satellite observations. One of these sets (the INTERP LFM) included an ap-

plication of the horizontal analysis procedure, while the other did not. This

section begins with a comparison between these two bogus LFM data sets, which
• . • . , . •

Can be used to estimate the effect that data gaps between satellite passes

have upon the satellite analyses. This comparison is followed by the evalu-
' .#

atlons of the satelz,te soundings described above.

A complete and detailed discussion of the results using data from 4

:; satellite sounding sets at I0 mandatory levels for both analysis and ini-

tialization fields could become quite laborious. Many results are given in

tabular form for all mandatory levels. However, the text devoted to these

tables will usually be brief and will concentrate on points of greatest

relevance and interest.

In many of these presentations, labels for the 4 satellite sounding

sets have been abbreviated. The unscreened DST and 4x7 sets are termed ALL

DST and ALL 4xT.respectively. Similarly, their screened counterparts are

labelled SCR DST and SCR &x7.

a. A comparison between the two bogus L_I data sets

The first• bogus LFH analysis set derived only from time interpolation

provides an estimate of the l.I_ fields valid at the times of the satellite

observations. This is _llustratcd in Figure I0 whlch includes heights,
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.; temperatures, and isotachs of the geostrophic wlnd ar J00 mb for the first

bogus LFM and bracketing 1200 G_rrand 0000 GY_ LFM data sets. _Diagrams in

' this and subsequent figures valld at sate111te observation tlr.es,are labeled

1800 GMT.) As indicated in Figure I0, the general propagation oi features
o

such as troughs, ridges and Jet s:.reakpatterns, are _ell represented by the

time Interpolatlon. A slight dag'adation of the height gradients can be de-

tected in a comparison of the _axlmum speeds for the Jet streak in the south-

- east United States. The speed decreased from the bracketing values of 85.8

and 89.8 m s-I to a value of 83.5 m s-1.

In the second bogus LrM set, both time and space Inrerpolatlons were

. employed to further simulate inherent spatial limltati.ns of the satellite

soundirgs. A comparison between the first and second bogus LFM analyses is

offered in Figure 11. _e secor,dbogus LFM set is labeled INTERP LFH to em-

phasize the _pace interpolation. Gaps between satellite passes are sha_ed.

The largest height differences of over 40 m are found in these dat,

gaps. Unfortunately, part of the jet streak in the southeast is also located

in one of the data gaps and suffers a further decrease to 71.1 m s-I, due'_o

space interpolation and smoothing of the height field. Bias and P_S differ=i
ences, and $I scores for the second bogus LFM set versus the first are _re-I

sented in Table i. _ile the bias and _MS differences Increase with eleva.-:'

tion up to the tropopause, the SI score which is designed to measure grcdi_nt

dlfference decreases. The $1 score of 14.8 at 300 mb corresponds well with

the 14.9Z decrease in the jet max value, which suggests that gradient lossesi

are distributed over the entire analysis region. Such a comparison provides

an important reasure of the loss of information due to svstematlc data gaps

between satelllte passes _nd the analysis procedure. Remember, satellite

I analyses can at best be expected to reproduce this second LFM bo_us set.

_ese fields will then serve as the standard of comparison for the visual and

statistical evaluation methods.

b. Layer mean.temperature comparisons at observation locations

Following an approach used by llayde_,(1977), mean temperatures for.

' layers between consecutive mandatory pressures were calculated at observatlon

sites, and compared to similar values interpolated from grldded analyses to

the observation locations. Comparisons with the four satel'Ite sounding sets

were _ade against Path bogus I.F_and _atellite-derlved _nalysIj values .[_Iter-

polated back'to't.hesoundlnB locations. The former comparisons agalnst LFM

• . . • .. • . . .



Figure II. Bogus LF._ 300 mb comparisons. Panel A - height (solid, dam)

and temperature (dashed, _C) analyses for the first bogus L_ set (time

interpolation at ;rid points only). Panel C - same as A except for the
final bogus L_! set (time interpolation at sounding locations and sub-

sequent space interpolation to grid points). Panels B and D are the

corresponding geostrophic isotach analyses (m s-i). Panel E shows the"
: height difference fields (dam) between A and C.
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analysls values measure the accuracy of the soundings, while the latter com-i,. I
l

parlsons against satelllte-derlved analyses measure the noise removed from

the orlglnal data by the analysls process, Included in the discussion are

Hayden's comparisons of radiosonde and Nimbus-6 soundings ngalnst NHC's

Northern Hemispheric analyses for the period from 15 February to 20 February

durin8 DST-6. kqtilellayden'scomparisons were hemispheric, comparisons for ..

tlteDST and 4x7 data sets used in this study were restricted to sounding Io-

"x cations within the satellite analysis subset of the LFH grid. Bias and stan-

dard deviation statistics for the observation minus analysis temperature dlf-

/. ferences are given in Table 2.

Values from Hayden's RAOB vs analysis and Nimbus-6 vs analysis com-.| • •

parlsons are shown first• The hemispheric analyses used in his comparisons
' m

are based primarily on radiosonde measurements nnd a-e Independent of Nimbus-6

satellite observations. This explains tb- relatively small bias differences .:_
in the RAOBvs. analysis comparisons in Table 2. The standard deviation re-

F
suits were larger for the Nimbus-6 satellite soundings than for the radio-

sonde measurements, especially near the surface and tropopause. Bias dif- .
' ferences in the Nimbus-6 set are smaller below 700 mb than those from the

radiosonde set, _hich may indicate a problem in hemispheric analyses at lower

elevations.

.j The ALl.DST set from this study is equivalent to llayden'sNlmbus-6

2. sounding set in tet_s of the sounding retrieval and averaging techniques de-

scribed earlier. Standard deviations for the ALL DST vs. LFH analysis dif-"

ferences are larger than those from the Nlmbus-6 comparison, again at lower

levels and the tropopause, qhe AI.L DST bias difft:rences are also larger titan

the Nimbus-6 biases at lower levels, and the maximum bias of 2.44"C for the

,' ALL DST set is in the 250-200 mb layer. Several factors contribute to dif-

ferences In these AI.I. DST attd Nimbus-6 comparisons (Table 2). The ALL DST

results are only for a limited portion of the I._24 grid over North America

on February 22, whtle llayden's Nimbus-6 comparison _.'as hemispheric for five

days during an earlier period. Also, the verifying analyses for the two com-

parisons (1,F}! vs. hemlsph,:ric) were constructed with different' analysis

methods on grids of different resolution. --

The major difference in tlm comparisons of the I)STand 4x7 sounding

sets against analysts values in Table 2, is that bias differences for the DST ---

sets are larger; near the .,lilt face and smaller near the tropopause than b ta:.',s
. . . , . • ,

• . . • , • . . . .



Table 2. l,ayer mean temperature comp.lrt.¢ons (°t:) between observed ..
values -rod ,malysls v-_lues h_terpolated to the oi,:,ervntton loca-
tions. The I_\014vs. Analysis and NLmbt|s-6 vs. Analysis comparisons

are from llayden (1977).
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from the 4x7 sets. Little or no improvement from screening the satellite data

sets can be detected in these comparisons against LFM analysis values.

Comparlsons of satellite observations versus satellite-derlved analysis

values provide more information. While a general label of SAT ANAL is used in

Table 2, a given satellite sounding set was only compared to analyses con-

structed from that set. For example, the screened 4x7 soundings (SCR 4x7)

were only compared with SCR 4x7 analysis values. The sm,all bias differences

indicate that the analysis procedure does preserve the means of the data

fields. Standard deviation values for the ALL 4x7 case are almost twice those

for tileALL DST case, indicating more frequent Inconsistencies in the r_-w 4x7

data set. The screening procedure st,cceeds in removing inconsistent soundings

as shown by smaller standard deviations in the screened cases. The effect of

screening the ALL 4"x7 set is substantial, although the standard deviations .f'or

.. the SCR 4x7 vs. SAT ANAL comparlsons are still slightly higher than those from

the SCR DST vs. SAT ANAL comparisons.

c. Height and temperature analysis comparisons

The effect "o[ a high noise level in the raw data on resulting analyse8

is illustrated in Figure 12 for the ALL 4x7 sounding set. Anomalous troughing

in Colorado, Florida and the extreme west central portion of the grid stands

out in the 500 mb analysis. All three problem areas are in data gaps and.re-

suit from noisy soundings. The detrimental effect of a noisy sounding near

the center of a _:atelllte pass will be moderated by surrounding observations

during the analysis, llowcver, the analysis method tt-nds to extrapolate gra-

dient information into data gaps. Any noise near the edges of a satellite

pass wt!l create anomalous gradients which are extended into the data gaps.

/ For example, heights for the ALL 4x7 sounding in central Colorado (Figure 4C)

w_.re too low, which caused an anomalous gradient between this sounding and "

the one Just to the east on the Kansas-Nebraska border. The extrnpolatlon

of thi_ gradient into the data gap formed the anomalous trough in Colorado.

" Becattse of these ut_satisfactory rt_sults the AI,L 4x7 data was not used in pre-

paring model lntt.iallzations or in performing more statistical evaluations,

•_ t|etght and terhperatt,re analyses for the three |'emaining satellite dais

sets are presented in Figures 13 through 16 at 850 rob, 500 tab. 300 mb and

'_ 200 mb respectively. The final bogus I,F>! nnnlyses are included for compari-

son. Tro',,gh .uad r. ldge po.,_itions are gt, aerally well repre:_ented In the '

o



Figure 12. Selected ALL 4x7 helght analyses (dam).



satelllte-derlved analyses, however, as might be expected, the three satellite

sets resemble each other more than they resemble the bogus LFM data. Thi's is

not surprising slnce'all three satellite sounding sets were derived from the

same HIRS and SCAMS measurements. In fact, the subtle differences between the

" ALL DST and SCR DST analyses are almost imperceptible in these figures. ;

At 850 mb (Figure 13), thermal gradients in the northeast corner of the

grid are much weaker for the satellite cases than for the LFM. This is due to

the inability of the satellite measurements to capture the colder temperatures

north of the Great Lakes. Assuming that the LFM's temperature values over

that portion of Canada to be correct, the satelllte-derived temperatures are ....

almost 7°C too warm. (The strength of this 850 mb cold dome in the LFM analy L

sis is supported in:the Canadian radiosonde reports in that region at both...

1200 GMT February 22 and 0000 GMT February 23.) Note also that the warm re_'"

glon indicated by the 40C line in Wyoming and Montana in the bogus LFM analy-

sis is not well defined in the satellite-derived analyses, indicating a slight

cold bias in thatreglon.

The temperature field at 500 mb (Figure 14) is well represented in.t[_q

satellite analyses. However, the overestimation of 850 mb temperatures is re-

fleeted by higher satellite heights in the 500 mb trough. A short wave trough

not found in the LFM analysis is indicated in the. satellite data in associa-

tion with an Alberta low present in the conventional surface analysis (not

shown). It is possible that the widely spaced Canadian radiosonde network

was unable to define this feature. If so, the ability of satellite soundlngs

to better define such shortwave features over Canada would be a definite ad-

vantage. On the other hand, in another data-sparse area, the trough south of

California in the satellite analyses is not supported in the available conven-

tional data.

The inability of satellite soundings to define the 300 mb cold pool

over the Great Plains (see Figure 15) is an indication of their kno_rn diffi-

culties in defining the temperature structure near the tropopause. This is

further accentuated at 200 mb (Figure 16) where satellite soundings were able

to locate a cold pool over the western United States, as indicated by the

-56°C llne. However, the intensity of this cold pool is underestimated, and

subsequently, the strong reversal of the te=perature gradient evident at this

:° level in the LFM data is greatly underestimated.

A set of belght difference fields (satellite minus LFM) at 300 mb is"



850MB SCREENED 4X7 ANAL. ISOOGMT 850UB SCREENED DST ANAL. ICOOGMT

Figure 13. Height analyses (dam) in solid and temperature analyses (°C) in dashed for the three

satellite sounding sets and the verifying f_nal bogus LFM field at 850 mb (upper left).
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Figure 14. Same as Flg. 13 except at 500 mb.
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Figure 15. Same as Fig. 13 except at 300 mb.
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.Figure 16. Same as Fig. 13 except at 200 =b.
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Figure 17. Height difference fields (dam)- betveen the satellite-derived analyses and the bogus
LF~ analysis at 300 mb. Negative differences arc dashed.
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shotm in Figure 17. Positive values in this figure indicate areas where

sate11Ite-derlved heights were higher than the LFH heights. The general pet- i

terns for the three sarelllte sounding sets are slmilar, wlth the greatest

overestimations in troughs and .mallet underestlmatlons in ridges. Positive. !

120 m differences in the eastern trough correspond to 1000mb to 300 mb layer

mean temperature differences being 3.4"C too warm, due malnly to low level !
i

temperature overestimates such as the 7"C error at 850 mb mentioned earller.

An anomalous trough in the SCR 4x? set is evident fr_ the large negative
• . . . .

differences south of Florlda, which will affect several of the statlstlcal

measures of accuracy.

The lack of conventlonal data in the Pacific region of the analyses.." J

makes verification there less rellable. To focus more attention on the land

areas, the analysls region was divided into Pacific, western North American

and eastern North American subreglons, as shown in Figure 18. This also

separates the flow pattern regimes, with the F_stern and Pacific regions

dominated by traughs, and the Nestern dominated by a ridge. ..

: •

F'ffureIS. S_,divi_gon of the.a_aZu_:_ re_gon for tl:ccaZe_Zatlo, of

Height statistics for the three subregions, and the entire region, are

given in Table 3. Positive bias differences predon!nate except in the tropo-

sphere of the ICestetn region, _here small negative values appear in the ridge

regime. Both.bias and R.qS differences increase with altitude in all regions',
_hlle S1 scores decrease from 700 mb up to 300 mb in all except the Pacific
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Table 3. lleight analysis comparison statistics over the whole region and the three subset regions,
The satellite-derlved analysis values are compared against those fro= the second bogus LF_I set.
Bias and _S values are in meters while the SI scores are dimensionless.
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region. A closer exaolnatlon of how the SI score is for_alated will help ex-

plaln the dec_€_se in this score glth altltude, up to the 300 ab level. The

SI score Js aeflned as the sum of the magnitudes of satelllte gradient _tn, ts

verification (LFH) gradient vector differences, divided by the sum of the ver-

ification (LFH) gradient magnitudes. As altitude increases in the troposphere.t

- LFH height gradients generally increase in magnitude, while gradient dlffer-

ences between the satelllte and LFH flelds also increase, but at a slower rate

than the LFH height gradients. In terms of the $I formulation, the denomina-

tor is increasing faster than the numerator, yleldlng decreasing SI scores.

The anomalous trough in the southeast corner of the SCR 4x7 analyses

produces smaller biases than the DST sets in the Eastern region, llowev_r.

this erroneous trough is characterized by larger R_ and $1 scores which ac-

company the smaller biases. In fact. the SCR 4x7 heights exhibit higher $I

scores everywhere except at 700 and 500 mb In the W_,tern region. In both

the Western and Eastern subreglons, sma1!er biases accompany largex RMS dif-

ferences for the SCR 4x7 _et compared to the DST sets. Only in the Pacific

do both smaller SCR 4x7 bias and RHS differences appear together. Unfortu-

nately, verification is questivnable in that region.

Layer _ean temperature comparisons are presented Ja Table 4. Through-

out the troposphere, satellite estima[es are to'o warn, as indicated by the " "'

positive biases. Biases of one _ign at lower levels are not bein 8 co=pen-

sated by blasesof the opposite sign at hlgl_er levels, as found in studies

with other satellite data sets such as llorn et al. (1976). If such co=pen-

sating biases exist, an advantage can be found in using height and thickness

varlablea in which temperature inforraatlon is integrated vertically. This

allows biases of opposite sign to counterbalance each other. This _ompensa-

tion is not present in DST-6 soundings, and thus, the a_vantage in using

vertically-integrated variables is lost.

_ile _ value_ €or mid and upper tropospheric layers (700 _b to. o

300 _b) are reasonable, values near the surface and tropopause are unrea_on-

ably large. _he strong positive biases and related large _5 value= at !ower

levels in the'_istern trough region have already been alluded to in the 850 mb

analysis and 300 mb height difference field discuaslons. Very large S1 scores

of over I00 are found in the tropopause layers and are indicative of the tem-

perature gradient reversal problem also described earlier.

Genera lly_ the sateillte data's deficiencies in definlng the the .r_l.

• . . . . • • , • .



Table 4. Layer mean temperature statlstL=s Ln the same format as Table 3. In thls case -i

the bias anJ ]_S values are Ln °C. ,_
J
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structure in the cold dome account to a large degree for problems in defining

the tropospheric height fields. As expected, bias and RHS mean temparatu_m

- values for the whole region aualysls comparisons are slmllar _o those from

the raw data comparisons at observation points presented earlier. Only sllght

improvements can be detected in the P_S differences due to ncreenina the DST
data set.

i

d. Energetic and dynamic parameters

Parameters related to atmospheric energetlcs and dynamics derlved dl-

rectly from mass field variables (height, temperature and pressure) can as-

sist in the satelllte data evaluations. The first parameter to be discuss_
I

• is available potential energy (APE). a quantity that provides a one number

"z measure of the integrated barocllnity over a region, and haq been used in '

other satellite data cvah|ationa (Desmarais et el., 1978). A technique de-
scribed by Koehler (1979) was employed in the APE calculations. It uses an '"

_. j exact formulation of APE in tsentropic coordinates rather than an €:pproximate.
formulation in isobaric coordi:ultes used in previous _rudies.

/ the available potential energy values presented in Table 5 are in the

form of specific (per unit mass) v.|h|es. The mass in the computation volume

can vary for different data sets, so effects of the" total •mass in the APE vag-

t,es have been reaxyved. The calculations _ere made with an upper boundary at

the 370K lsentropic level, which corresponds roughly to the 150 mb isobaric
surface.

T,..bZc 5. VaT.x,,'s /:_2. th,. e;,,:,.iJ'ie ,z'._:_I,zbl,, _t,:,zt.i.zl ,',u,x.,3y (r_"o-'] .for She
,-';'_,l,, r,,:l_on d,z,t tim,, thr,.,, _u,l,.h:t. r,,gz:ono.

Interp. I.F_ 164.4
_IRH,E AII I}ST 135.2
KEGION Screened I)ST 135.7

SteeL,ned 4x7 140.9

[nterp I,F_ 318.6
EAS" 7 All I)ST 284.4
RF;G ., . . S_'reenedDST 2,87.5 • o

Screened 4x7 288.7

Intcrp. I.F,'H 74.6
N_L'iTERN All I}ST 70. I
RFGION Screent, d Dsr (_9.2

S_'r,,ened&x7 72.5

,: '' In| erp. I._'H 88.1 "''
PACIFIC " ' • . . All DST 51.I '.
REGION Screened DST 50.2

Screened 4x7 65.6 .... . .....



The strong bazoclinity associated with the east coast trough is re-

flected by the large APE values for the Eastern subregion. Satellite esti- "

mates show about a 10% weaker APE in calculatlons for the Eastern region com- !

pared to LFM values. Over the entire region, APE is 18% weaker for both DST

" analysis sets than for the LFM set. APE values calculated from the SCR 4x? , ;

": analyses are slightly larger than those from the DST analyses, and are thus

. closer to the LFMvalue'. This normally implies higher baroclinity in that

set than in the DST data sets. Without other gradient measures such as the

Sl score, it would be difflcult to say whether this increased baroclinity is

/ real, or 2 measure of noise in the data set. (In this case it is the latter.)

The next set of comparisons involve visual inspections. Analyses of

the 300.mb geostrophicwlnd speed are provided in Figure 19. In all three

satelllte data sets, the major Jet _aximum in the southeast U.S. is placed _

too far south and west, with an extension back into New Mexico. Also, geo-

strophic wind calculations in the southwest grid corner are unreliable due

to a small Coriolis parameter and, more importantly, problems with interpo-

lation into the wide data gap.

Differences between the three satellite sounding sets are accentuated

in these isotach analyses. The SCR 4x7 set failed to define the Jet maximum

propagating down the west side of the east coast trough, although it did show

stron_erwlnds Jver she St. Lawrence River Valley. Overall, the SCR DST iso-

" tach analysis was probably best. It indicated another Jet maximum over the

Carolinas, and produced a better isotach configuration on the west side of

the trough. In fact, the 45 m s-I geostrophlc wind maximum west Of Hudnon

Bay in this analysis may be a feature not resolved in Canadian radiosonde

height measurements. A jet maximum was present in _C's 0000 _T 300 mb wind

analysls over Trout Lake, Ontarlo (54°N, 90°W), which was due mainly to a

68 m s-I wind reported at that station. Considering tile general underesti-

mation of gradients in the satellite-derived analyses, the actual geostrophic

speeds of this feature may have been even stronger.

Geostrophic temperature advectlons at 850 mb are fairly well repre-

sented in the satelllte-derlved analyses (Figure 20). In the Eastern region,

the strong cold advection in northern Georgia and adjoining states is captured

in all three satellite sounding sets. The SCR 4x7 set provides a better indi L

cation of the _ximum south of Lake Ontario than the DST sets, although the

central value is still weaker than that frem the _FH analysis.
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-1Geostrophic tecperature advection (OC day ) at 850 cb.
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Cold advections are dashed.
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_le 200 mb I;eostrophic temperature advertise (Figure 21) further il-

lustrates the general problem satellite soundings have in resolving the trope-
. pause. The temperature gradient at this level has reversed In direction from

that in the mid-troposphere. While some general agreement may be found in

the southeast, the strength of the warmadvertise in the northeast (40"C day-1)
and the large area of cold advertise in the central United Staten have been
grossly underestimated in the satellite sounding data.

"" For the final analysis comparison, isentropic cross sections were con-'.

structed across the frontal zone situated along the east coast, as illustrated
in Figure 22A. Analysis values were interpolated from the LFH grid points to.

the radiosonde locations shown. Panel B is from the SCRDST analysis and "'.'.

panels C and D are from tile bracketing 1200 G_ and 0000 GHT LFH analyses,

respectively. (Tile satellite analysis grid did not extend far enough east to

include the Bermudastation, so values at the intersection of the path of the

cross sectionwith the last row of the analysis grid were plotted for the scR
-- DST analysis set._' Also shown are analyses of the thermal wind component

normal to the cross section, built up from a value of zero at 850 mb. Poel-

rive values point into tile page. While the wind maxima in the SCR DST cros$

section are well p,ositioned horizontally, they are about-50 mb higher than •

those in the LFH cross section. Also, the eastern maximum is about 35% too

weak in the SCR DST set. The cold dome is much weaker in the satellite aaaly.

sis, and its isentropes show almost no slope near the rropopause, a good vis-

ualization of the deficiencies of the satelllte-derived tropopause data. Nit____hh"

/ such poor results near the tropopause appeartns in almost every evaluatio.

parameter_ there may be some _uestlon in using satellite sounding height data
above about 300 mb.

e. L_! lnitiallzation with satelllte-derived analysls fields

In the process of defining model initial fields from observations,

several operations affecting the temperature gradient information are per-

formed. Conslder, for example, the steps taken in preparing the LFM initial

hour fields. Rawlnsonde measurements of temperature, pressure, moisture and

wind are made at significant levels, llowever, only values at the ten manda-

tory pressure levels from the surface to I00 mb and tropopause data, enter

the L_ analysis.. Finally, the resulting analysis fields are used as input
for the initlallza'tloa procediJre.
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Geostrophic temperature advection (OC day ) at 200 mb.
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Figure 22. Analysis cross section comparisons. Isentropes (°K), solid and
\ thermal wind component (= s-1) normal to the cross section relative to

850 mb, dashed (positive into the page). Panel A - cross section station
locations. Panel B - SCR DST analysis cro=s section at roughly 1800 _MT.

• Panels C and D - bracketing 1200 GMT and 0000 GNT LFM.analysls cross sections.

\
\



The various steps in this process are illustrated with cross _ectlons

from 1200 C_ 22 February 1976 in Figure 23. (This is the same cross section

employed in Figure 22.) Only subtle differences can be found between the sig-

nificant level and mandatory level analyses. A 13Z los_ of gradient informa-

- tlon is indicated by a decrease in the maximum thermal winds in the step from

mandatory level data to LFM analyses. Model Initlallzation has only a sllght

effect on the analyzed temperature gradients. The dramatic losses shotm by

Horn et al. (1976) also probably occurred in the analysis step, not in the

Inltlallzatlon step.

The differences between the satell_te-derivcd analysis •fields and thei_ ._

corresponding inltlal hour flelds were quite s_a11, with only a 2% loss in

height gradient Information. The available potentlal energy decreased 4Z for

the LFH flelds and only 2% for the satellite fields due to inltlalizatlon .... '

In both the satellite and conventlonal data cases, mass field changes due to

the initialization process were small. The smooth vertlcal nature of the

satelllte-derived data provides little benefit to the initiallzatlon proce-

dure.

,/

6. Su_r_ary and conclusions

Detailed comparisons between analyses constructed from satellite sound-

ings and sur£ace'data'only with conventional a_alyses from the LFMmodel, have

been presented for one period from DST-6, The grid mesh employed in this

study has a higher resolution (190.5 km) tt_n those used in most of the pre-

vious DST-6 impact studies (400 km). As stated earlier in the description of

the experlment, these satellite sounding evaluations addressed questions re-

lated to the following topics: defining the strengths and weaknesses in sat-

ellite soundings, investigating the effect of increasing the horizontal reso-

lution of satellite soundings, assessing the impact of careful data screening

on the final satelllte-derived analyses, and evaluating the effect of model

initializationon the analyses. The results of this study in regard to these

topics are summarized in the following discussion.

Many of this study's findings parallel tkose from the coarser resolu-

tlon DST-6 i=pact tests of Desmarals et al. (1978) and llalemet al. (I_.',),

and tests with data from earlier satellites, such as Bonner et al. (1976).

The satellite soundings are able to define the _Jor trough and ridge posi-

tions quite well, but are "conservative", with temperatures too warm in
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Figure 23. A cro_s-sectlon_l representation of therr_al gradient changes during the
i LF_{analysis - initialization process at 1200 GHT 22 February 1976. The parar_ters
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•i nlflcant and _ar, datory pressure level radiosondereports. The lower panels are for
i the LFH analysl_ and initialization fields. "..[ . •



troughs and too cold in ridges. In fact. the results presented here indicate

that the inabillty of Nimbus-6 satelllte soundings to define cold domes out-

weighs problems in the ridge regimes during DST-6.

The 4x7 data set presented here has a higher horlzontal resolutlon

(about a 150 km spacing) than the sounding sets provided for the DST impact

studies (about 300 km). The higher noise level and resulting higher removal

rate in the screening procedure of 29Z for the ALL 4x7 set compared to 5Z for

the ALL DST set, suggest that both good and poor information from 4x7 data

blocks were averaged together to yield mediocre yet consistent DST soundings.

trnlle the manual screening of the ALL 4x7 set produced pronounced improve-

ment_ the SCR 4x7 set still had a slightly higher noise level and a less

uniform observation distribution than the SCR DST sounding set. These fac-

tors are probably responsible for the disappointing SCR 4x7 performance. How-

ever, the removal of poor 4x7 block data before the averaging to produce DST

soundings may have ylelded better results. Only minor improvements could be

noted from screening the ALL DST data set. LFR Inltlalizatlon with these

satellite data sets .is feasible, and has only minor effects on thermal gra-

dients in the step from analysis to initialization for both the satellite and

conventional data sets.

The deterioration of the longwave infrared (15 _m) channels of the lilRS

instrument before the start of DST-6 had a detrimentai effect on soundings

used in this study and in the DST-6 impact studies. The seven channels lost •

comprise almost half of the temperature soundin_ channels available from

Nimbus-6 and would provide additional tropopause and tropospheric information.

Petersen and Horn (1977) showed promising results in tracking a closed 500 mb

low and its associated wind maximum across eastern Canada from an August

DST-5 sample of Nimbus-6 soundings before the HIRS instrument malfunction.

The inability of the Nimbus-6 soundings in this DST-6 study to correctly

position the Jet streak in the southeastern United States could be attributed

to a number of factors, including the unfortunate pesition of the data gap in

the region of Interest, and the loss Of the 15 _m channels.

More tellable soundings derived from a complete set of Infrared and

microwave radiance •measurements have since become available. TIROS-N and

NOAA-6 satellite soundings were incorporated Into the FGGE year data sets,

and the quality of the soundings has improw.d to the degree that they are now

included in the _IC operational data base over oceanic regions, floweret,

• . , . . , .
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results from Phi11ips et el. (1979), Schlatter (1981) and Schmldt et el. (1981)

indicate that satelllte versus conventional differences for these newer aatellltes

exhibit much the same type of structure as the Nlmbus-6 differences presented

-" here, especlally with large differences near the surface and tropopnuse. A re-

cent study by Schmldt et al. (1981) demonstrates a conservative nature (too warm

in troughs, too cold in ridges). The slmilarlty In the structure of these dif-

ferences suggests limitations in the basic approzch of inferring temperatures

from radiance measurements, _n radiance measurement accuracy, andlor in the

procedures used to estimate temperatures from radiances.

While the overall results from this DST-6 case study are somewhat dis-

appointing, the s6undlngs werr able to define the major trough and ridge po_i_.
tlons. Their ablilty to resolve smaller scale features was inconsistent.

_,et_ we.- -..-=e !vdlcatlon that satelllte soundings could define certain short

- wave features over Canada that were not evident in the LFM analyses. On the

other hand other short wave features found in the satelllte data were Ineon-.

sistent with conventional data. " .-

Satellite soundings are currently unable to define temperature features,

partlcularly important inversions such as the tropopause, with a detall com-

mensurate with the radiosonde. One should remember however, that a major

purpose of sateillte soundings is to supplement conventlonal data in data-

sparse regions, not to replace the current rawlnsonde networks. Considerable

effort should be focused on further defining what satellite soundings can con-

tribute, and how they can be mixed wi_h data from other sources.
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""" Abstract "\,

This study uses an early January 1980 synoptic situatlon in evaluating the

\'" performance of TIROS-H ass! NCXA-O operational temperature soundings. Visual and

statistical comparisons of temperature and thickness fields were employed to deter-

mine the effects of manual screening of the satellite soundings and =easur_ the. • ."

accuracy of both the satelllte soundings and analyses derived from the-,. A co_-
• . o:--

panion study by Derber et al. (1981) used these satellite data as numerical weather "7,

predfctlon'model input. In both studies, comparlsons between the performance of
TIROS-N and NOAA-6 were emphasized.>.

Although the manual screening did not improve the statistics, removal of the

poorest soundings produced more consistent analyses. Both satellites were able to "

correctly position the _nJor troughs and ridges. Gradients were underestimated

though, with troughs markedly too warm and ridges slightly too cold. The poorest _

data occurred near the surface and tropopause as reflected by larger standard

deviations in those layers. As indicated in both types of comparis0ns, the perfor-

m:,- manet of TIROS-N was .slightly superior to that of NOAA-6. The results of this

study are encouraging'r although more attention should be directed toward correcting

- the problems satellites exhibit near the surface and the tropopause.

• . . . . • .
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1, Introduction' "" I

"-,"-_r A major development in the met-ecological community during the 1970°a yes I

the advent of satellite-derived vertical temperature soundings. These soundings

promised to improve numerical weather prediction _odels by providing an adequateI-

.... --_ data base over the large data-sparse regions of the earth. However. the abillty of
/

satellite soundings _o actually improve prediction models has been inconclualva,

Studies conducted at the National Heteorologlcal Center (l_C) indicated that the

addition o_ satellite soundings did not improve numerical model forecasts (Tracton

and HcPherson. 1977 and Des_arals et el.. 1978). Similar studies carried out.by.

Ilalem et el. (1978) and Kelly et el. (1978) reported slightly improved model .fOre-

casts when satellite data were included, The satellite data in these studies..were

mixed with data from conveutlonnl sources complicating the evaluation of the.'
aatelllte soundings.

& second approach in evaluating satellite soundings involves comparin 8

'.\ them against independent verification data usually based on radiosonde obser-

vations. Such evaluations are far simpler and less expensive than the nuumric_l

:- model impact studies noted above. For example, Phillips et el. (1979) sxsmincd

-_ the nature of TIROS-N soundings under varying degrees of cloudiness through

comparison with relocated radiosondes. Another example of this second approach

examines the abi.lity of satellite data to define, synoptic features. Rorn el.el,

.:-r./.. (1976) found that Nlmbus-5 soundings successfully located the thermal sr_dient

beneath an upper tropospheric Jet streak. TIROS-N data was used• recently by.

Strelt and Ilorn (lqgl) to track the polar and subtropical Jets over the eaatetm

Pacific preceding the Nlchlta Falls tornado outbreak. Other satellite soundittB

studies involve constructing height analyses. For example, Petersen and Horn

:... (1977) tracked a closed 500=b low ustng Nimbua-6 data. Here recently. Koehlnr

(1981) was able to delineate atmo_|pheric trough and ridge positions over North

-_ America from Nlmbus-b height analyses constructed on a fine mesh model grid.

This study continues the approach of not mlxl_g satellite and radiosonde

.-.__ - data. _oth coloration comparisons similar to Phill .,aet el. (1979), and com-

parisons of synoptic features similar to goehler (1"._'1) are performed. Unlike

previous studies, two satellite data sets (TIROS-N and NOAA-6) will be examined,

- A case study of an early January lqgO synoptic sltuatlon occurring in the United

States (_.S.) will be used. The choice of this area allows the use of the

familiar l=i_lted-area Fine _et_h (I.F_) _odel analysis fields for verification.

Derived entirely•from cot_venttonal ohm;creations, the LFH analysis fields provide
an independent standard of comparison.

3
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With TIROS-N and NCL_-6 in operation at that timer a unique opportunity

_: was provided to evaluate and compare the performances of the two satellites. The

evaluation is pursued in two distinct ways. This study examines the quality of

both the actual satellite temperature soundings and analysis fields based on

them. In a _econd study by Derber et mE. (1981)1 the resulting TIROS-N and

NOAA-6 analyses are used to initialize and run a numerical weather prediction

model to further evaluate the satelUte soundings. Thus these two studies employ

_ so=e aspects of the two basic approaches for satellite sounding evaluation, lnder-

pendeet satellite sounding comparisons against conventional d_ta and assessment

of satellite data as numerical model input. In both studies comparisons between

TIROS-N and NOAA-6 will be emphasized.

2. The region and period of stud]v

A subset of I_C's LFH model output grid was chosen as the region of study

as shorn in Figure t. This polar stereographlc grid located over North Ame.-ica

has a grid spacing of 190.5 kilometers true at 60"N and is fine enough to delin-

eate small scale synoptic features revealed by the satellite soundings. ."

Reasonably reliable analyses derived entirely from conventional rawinsonde data

are available on this grid fro_ h_C. In this study they served two purposass

1) they provided the •verification data set against which satellite sounding data.

uere compared and 2) they were used as a first guess in an interpolation echeme"

employed in the horizontal analyses of the satellite data. LFH analyses were

e_tracted from the entire domain shou_ in Figure I. However, the satellite-

derived analyses were constructed only on the sub-region outlined. This analysis

• :_ region was chosen to facilitate interpolation to the model grid used in the

companion study by Derber etal. (1981).

In order to use and evaluate the satellite data, the period of study had

to satisfy several requirements. The ability of satellite soundings to define

k "- strong temperature gradients could _ent be evaluated in a synoptic situation that

exhibited intense barocllnity. A wintertime pattern satisfies this requirement.• • '.

,- Furthermore, two synoptically active regions, e.g. yell developed troughs, within
_,

e\ the analysis region would _tllowfor more meaningful evaluation of the horizontal

error structure. Also a sust._tned period of nearly escapists data sets fro_ _"s; _ |

•_v... TIROS-N and NOAA-6 was necessary for Inter-satellite comparisons and inter-

,. polatton to synoptic times.

• o
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Figure I. The LI_ grid and the analysle subset grld (darh outline) for this

study.

i

k •period between 0000 G,_{T5 January and 0000 GMT 8 January was found to

satisfy these requirements. Figure 2 depicts the 500 mb and I000 ub height

fields for the pe'rlod 00DO G_T 6 January through 0000 _ 7 January 1980. "At"

" 0000 _T 6 January., a long wave trough was located over the eastern portiou Of

the U.S., while a short wave trough was located over the Pacific Northwest. kn

, intense Jet streak was associated with this vigorous short wave aa it rapidly

propagated eaatw_rd. Reasonably complete TIROS-N and li0AA-6 satellite data acts

were available from.the Envlron=ental Data and Information Service (EDIS)_"and_LFI|

• , . . , . , • . . . .
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Figure 2. I.F'),I500r_b height (.qolld)and geoatropklc l_otach (dashed)

analy..,es, and lO00rab height analyses for 0000 6)IT 6 January through

0000 G)IT 7"J:,nuary 1980.



save tapes were furnished by _C for this period. These data sets allowed for

Interpolatlon of the asynoptlc satellite data to the synoptic times, 0000 GMTand

1200 GHT6 January and 0000 GHT7 January.

3. The satellite sounding data

TIROS-N and NOAA-6 operational sate11ite soundings were used in this study.

The character of the study was Influenced by the satellite orbits, instrument

design and retrieval procedures. Features pertinent to this study are provided in

the following discussion. A more detailed description of the orbital and instru-

mental characteristics can be found In Kidwell (1979). The operational satellite

/ soundings produced, bY the National Environmental Satellite Service (NESS)

contained three _aJ0r types of soundings, differing In both the raw data and the
J

processing procedures. _ese soundlngs produced reasonably complete data coverage

across the analysis region.

The TIROS-N and NOAA-6 satellltes were launched on 13 October 1978 and 27

June 1979, respect_velyo They were placed in nearly sun-synchronous orbits with

southbound equatorial crossings at approximately 0300 (TIROS-N) and 0730 (NOAh:6)

Local Solar Ti=e (LST). With northbound equatorial crossing_ occurring twelve

hours later, the analysis region was covered twice each day by each satellit©.

For example, Figure 3 dlsplays sounding locatlona obtained from TIROS-N on 6"

January 1980. The orbital period of approximately 102 minutes resulted in an

observation time variation of nearly ten hours from east to west across the analy-

sis region. This asynoptic nature of the data _de a time interpolation necessary

to produce analyses at standard times to fncllita_e verification.

Both satellites carried similar versions of the TIROS O.perational Vertlcal

Sounder (TOVS). The TOVS consists of three instruments, the |_lgh resolution

Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS-2), the Microwave Sounding Unit (HSU) and the-

Stratospheric Sounding U_nit (SSU). Vertical temperature profiles produced by

NESS were derived from the radiance measurements provided by these instruments.

Clear, partly cloudy and cloudy soundings were produced using procedures described

tn Smith et sl. (1979). Clear soundings were derived from a combination of all

available III_S and HSU channels. A special =ethod described by Smith and _6olf

(1976) which co=pensates to some degree for cloud contamination of the infrared

(RigS) channels was used for the partly cloudy soundings. Cloudy soundings were

derived from nit stratospheric channels, but only the microwave channels in the

troposphere. . .-."

/
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Ylg. 3. TIROS-N aoundlng locatlons from descending orbits at approximately

0300 Local Solar Time (LST) on 6 January 1980. Soundings are divlded Into three

types:, clear (O),.partly cloudy (A) and cloudy (+). "

At the tlme of.thls case study (January 1980), the acceptance criteria for-

the partly cloudy retrieval technique was such that too few partly cloudy soun-

dings were produced (Smith, 1981). Also, the automated quallty control procedure

used during the data prccessing was too llberal, making manual screening of the

sateUite soundings important. Previous work by Horn etal. (1976), Blech=an and

lloru (1981) and Paulson and llorn (1981) has shown that such manual screening can

produce data sets superior to unscreened satellite data sets.

4. Data preparatio n and screenln_

The original format of the operational satellite soundings received from

EDIS was In terms of layer =ean temperatures t along with temperatures and

pressures st the surface and tropopause. This study's screening and analysis pro-

cedure_ required that the data be In ter=s of isobaric level temperatures and ....

thlckneases relatlvelto 1000mb. Using a method described by Polger (1978). the.. • , . . . • . J

• . . . . • • • . .
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level temperatures vere determined by a linear interpolation be_ the. layer

mean temperatures, surface temperature and tropopause data. Level tenpermtures

belay the reported surface were estimated assu=lng a lapse tats of _e-hslf the

dry adiabatic lapse rate. Thicknesses relative to 1000_b were hydrostatie_allF e._-

- culated using the original layer mean temperatures where possible, and the InFer /

temperatures estiemted from the level values below the surface and near the' tr_

pause.

For screening and analysis purposes, the data were divided into five eats

per satellite, each set consisting of soundings from either ascending or descend-

ing-orbits at the same subsatellite LST. A s_ple of one of .these date eats-in

given in Figure 3. The arduous process of manually screening the ten datm nets

was undertaken .by iutercomparing horizontal hand analyses, vertical cross!_-

tLons, cloudiness and type of sounding. Initially, questionable noundinp_rt

flagged in hand analyses of temperatures at seven mandatory levels up to IC01k_

also for cumulative thicknesses (i.e. 1000-850mb, 1000-700mb, ate.). Vertical

cross sections of potential temperatures and ther_ml winds relative to 8__

constructed •through the flagged data points using a technique developed by_ •

Whittaker and Pe_ersen (1977). When the horizontal analyne_ and vertice_ er_s

sections failed to clearly identify inconsistent soundings, other f_tors _ch eJ

cloudiness and type of sounding were considered. When thin occura, th_ €Indy

(_lcrovave)soundlngs and soundings with higher, percentages of €loudiness _t_e

deemed lncousisteu_. To reduce the effect of personal bias, agreement be_ _e

two people involved in the screening procedure _as necesoary.. Durl_ thin pTo-

tess, direct comparisons between satellite'and conventional analy_es _re &mid_

to insure independent Judgements. It wao found in the screenin_ procedure that

inconsistent soundings uhich were too cold (warm) in the lo_er layera _r@ t_ wat_

(cold) In the upper layers. In regions of overlapping passes, sounding pa_r_ l_e_

than sixty kilometers apart could produce instabilities in the analysis ro_ti_.

Special attention was giveu these pairs _Ith the less consistent s_dln_ b_le_

re=owed from all data sets.

Fro_ these screening procedures, ten data sets for each satelllta e_rged_

five screened (i.e. obviously inconsistent soundings remo=ed) and five unstressed

(i.e. obvlously Incouslstent soundings retained). For TIROS-N, the unscreened da_

sets contained a total of 2095 soundings. Of these, 6.4 percent teere relos_d tm

create the screened data sets conolsting of 1962 soundings. Ltke_tse, the r_R_-6

unscreened data sets contatned 2257 soundings _ith 6.4 percent removed to form

screened data Sets consisting of 2113 soundings.
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"5. The asynoptle problem f

A -_Jor difficulty encountered in studies comparing satelllte soundings

with conventional data is the tlme variation between the two types of data. Cou-

ventlona_ observations and the analyses based on them are synoptic in nature.

However. sstelllte soundings are made in continuous orbltal swaths at the same LST.

. resulting in time differences of 102 minutes between consecutive passes. To covsr

the North American region, at least six passes are required, which leads to tlus

"_'_ differences of nearly ten hours betveen the easternmost and westernmost soundings.

Since thls type of study requires comparisons of the asynoptlc satelllte data with

an independent verification set. both flelds must be vaUd at the same time to pro-

dues truly =ennlngful comparlsons. To place both data _ets in the same tlx:e frame

. for comparison, one or the other must be _odified. If the comparisons are per-

formed at the satelllte observations, a series of bracketing couventlonal standards

of comparison should be Interpolated to the satelllte tlmes. This allows statistl-

ca1 comparisons which identify actual sounding error characteristics. Ou the other

hand. if the comparisons are performed at the synoptic times of conventlonal analy-

ses. a series of bracketing satelllte fields shou]3 be Interpolated to synoptic

time. This provldes an opportunity to eva_uate the performance of satelllte data

in defining the structure of weather patterns. _owever. time interpola=lon¢ _ay

provide an Inadequate representation of the actual temporal changes in th_

atmosphere.

To facilitate an understanding of this complex topic, a detailed descriptlon

of the time-related aspects of this study will be presented. An appreciation of

this topic is esseatlal to better understand the results given In later sections.

Conventional h_C analyses on the LFH grld based on synoptic radiosonde

observations provide the standard of comparison for the satellite sounding eva-

luations. Assessment of satellite data is performed using beth types of com-

parisons noted earlier: l) atatistical comparisons done at satellite sounding

locations by interpolating the gridded LFM data in ti_e and space to the soufidlng

locations (relocated comparisons) and 2) comparisons of synoptic features based oa

satellite and LFH analyses at synoptic times.

Figure 4 Illustrates the tl_e dependency of the data sets employed. Both

the discrete synoptic times of the LFM analyse8 and the continuous periods of the

satellite soundings are presented. For the relocated comparisons, the seven LFt/

analysis periods sho_n ache_mttcally in Figure 4 produce verification values for

the four shaded TIROS-N and S_gA-6 data sets. Both _orning and afternoon colora-

tions were performed to prevent a diurnal bias.
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Figure 4. The satellite data sets and LFM analyses used in this study.

Comparisons at sounding locations were made for the shaded satellite sets°

Satelllte-derlved analyses were Interpolated to the times shown at the

bott_ for synoptic feature comparisons. "'

Figure. 5 " Satellite soundlng'tlme analysls for the 6 January 1980

NOAA-6 morning soundings, wlth ohservatlons before 1200 GMT shaded.
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Verif.icmtion values for.each. Zevel at every satellite sounding location _re

determined as follows. First, the satellite sounding rise yes used to identify

[our bracketing LF}/ tines. A spatlel interpolation for each of these four aulyses

was then performed to the astellite sounding location uslns overlapplng quadratic

poZyuoalals in tuo dimensions. This yes foUoued by an overlapping quadratic poly-

noulal Interpolation in time to the sounding ti_. producing the €olocated value.

This process is clarified by considering a €omplete eatellltQ period as shown i_

Figure 5. which presents a time analysls of the 6 January 1980 };OAA-6 morning sou_-

dings. LFt/ periods B. C. D and E (Figure 4) were used in Interpolatloua for e11

observations in the shaded area (i.e. before 1200 GMT). while LFM periods C. D. E

and F were uployed lu interpolations in the unshaded area (i.e. after 1200 G_rr).....

Thus. the production of colocated verification values for al1 four TIEOS-N and .

NOAA-6 periods required seven LI_/ analysls sets.

Couversely, for co=parlsons at synoptic rises, five oatalZite periods tm_

employed to construct the three seteUlte synoptic analyses shown in Figure 4.

First. sateUlte analyses at LI_M8rld points were €onotr_cted for each of the five

TIROS-N and NOAA-6 data sets. ignoring tlae variations in the observat!ons.

Separate tlae analyses were else constructed, such as the= show= in FigureS. To

deter=ins the "synoptlc" satelllte value at an LFH grid point, the synoptic ti_"

yes compared to the values of the five ti_e analyses, the bracketlng tlaes for the

polynomlal interpolation identified, and the v_lue calcu!ated. This process yes

repeated at eac h level for every 8rid point, yleldlng the flnel satellite synoptic

flelds for the three flees shown in Figure 4. In nny event. _ore data sets ulre

"involved in generating co=patlble co:parlsons than were actually evaluated in the
result sections.

6. Thickness analysis procedure

Sstelllte thickness analyses were produced on the LIrH grid uslng en optlt_us

interpolation netbod with nor=allzed weights. T'is _ethod. developed by Koehler

(1979) based on Gandin (19_3). ;_a specifically designed to handle the abrupt

changes in coverage, such as _eps between eatellite passes. Since the inter--

polatlon weights are nor=ali_ed, the analysis can be perforned either wlth or

without first guess fields. Perslatence first guess fields provided by the LFt(

thickness analyses approximately twelve hours precedln 8 the average sounding time

were u_ed in the satellite thlcl_nese analyses. Thickness analyses were produced at

nine vertical levels with identical weights used at each level. The _atellite time
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analyses, required for the interpolation to synoptic ti_es, tmre constsac_

without a first guess using the same weights employed in the thickness analy_s,

The co:blned filter described by Gerrlty and Newel1 (1976) was applled to the

floe1, time interpolated, synoptic satelllte thickness analyses.

7. Results

The dlscusslon of the results is divided Into two sectlons: I) relocated

co:psrlsons and 2) the synoptic pattern analyses. Because this study examines the

performance of two satellites over a two day period, a thorough discussion of the
\

results could become tedlouo. Thus, while detailed results are presented, only

those features deemed most algniflcant will be discussed.

a) Colocated €omparisons

An prevlouoly mentioned, thle approach compares satellite later mean tem-

peratures with conventlonsl grldded data interpolated to the eatelllte observatlo_

locations. Thlscooparisom provides an estimate of the accuracy of the eound_nl_S.

Table1 _hows TIROS-N and NOAA-6 sounding statistics for the screened arid

unscreened data sets. Since there ar_ only very minor differences between the t_o

_ets of data, it is apparet;tthat manual screening did not improve the overall sis-

ti_tlcal results. _owever, it must be emphasized the: the acreenln_ procedure does
. • . • . • • . .

remove the poorest soundings, thus providing more consistent satellite oeundln_

sets for analysis purposes. For thle reason, all future comparlaone trill us_ o_ly

the screened satellite data nets.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of TIROS-N and NOAA-6 aound.ngg over both the

whole region cf study and the U.S. subregion. The data in this figure era a

conpeslte of all four time periods and all three soundings types. Ex_lu41nS tt_l

lover two layers, the graphs exhibit strikingly slmilar patterns for both SStel-

1lies. _he larger bias and standard deviation values in the 200-300mb re_Lon

reflects the difficulty in defining the tropopause using satellite soundings.

The O.S. region e_hlb!ts a much._re pronounced pattern, with larger negative

biases in the upper troposphere. Several factors _y contribute to this pattern.

The U.S. raglan with its dense radiosonde network, provides a more atrlngent

verification standard thsn that available in the entire region. Additlonally,

the O.S. region is primarily in mld-latltudes where January barocllnlty is

strong, while t_,e whole region Iccludes areas north and south of this strongly

baroclin/c region. In th_se weaker baroclinlc.areas there Is.less llkeLihood of

• _" '" ? " _,-./# " '_ - ,,.* k, :'_ -_'t'." ,,-_"." . L_P'.".".".".".'_'""t'.,, - ...--,,.,'-.
""_" "- ' " ' "" _ -h,J "__,...,:.:": -_.:...,,.... , _,-,'-._._._:,.X_J_ '- :. ~
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Table I: Layer mean temperature comparisons (*C) between screened (SCR) at_d I
• ' unscreened (ALL) satellite _oundings and analysis values iuterpolmted to obsor,- ,

vatlon locations. "

"" 1000- 850- 700- 500- 400- 300- 250- 200- 150-
850 700 500 400 300 250 200 150 1OO

BIAS
ALL NOAA-6 1.08 .83 .04 -.36 -.10 1.59 1.35 .t3 -.14

_ - SCR NO_-6 1.17 .89 .08 -.34 -.09 1.58 1.29 .09 -.15 i
ALL TIROS-N -.12 .24 .08 .06 .32 1.74 1.42 .21 .02
SCK TIROS-N -.01 .30 .12 .07 .32 1.74 1.41 .20 .03 "_

ST. DEV.
ALL NOAA-6 4.51 2.68 2.29 2.20 2.46 2.69 3.45 2.89 2.17
SCR NOAA-6 4.47 2.64 2.28 2.18 2.48 2.70 3.45 2.88 2.17
ALL TIROS-N"4.16 2.40 2.04 2.08 2.45 2.51 2.81 2,22 1.9&.

_t SCRTIROS-N 4.12 2.33 2.02 2.09 2.46 2.52' 2.79 2.20 1.92 -I
• • 7

,\ •
.4_" largedifferencesbetween the satellitesoundinssandradloGondebasedvaE£f£_-

.? tlon data. Thus with _he larger sample, the differences should ba reduce_.

Finally, withln t_e larger north-south extent of the whole region, there !s'a

greater variation in the height of the tropopause. Thus the distribution of dlf-

• I ferences is upread over several layers, which reduces the magnitude of the dif _-
\ t

' ]_ £erences In the upper troposphere. ..
- _L, Figure7 presentstheTIKOS-NandNOAA-6soundings0ubdivldedintothe

--' three sounding types: clear (CLK), partly cloudy (P CLDY) end cloudy (_.DT).

...._. This type of fi8ure, slmilar to one used In, Philllps etal. (1979), revealS,he _-
/ characteristics of the various sounding types.

In the Phillips study. TIROS-N soundings from various regions of the Slob@

during April 1979 were compared with relocated radiosondes. Bias and RMSvalue.

were calculated. In this study, the standard deviation is used, rather than the ._

RIDS. The standard deviation provides a better measure of the "noise" since the

bias has been removed.

• \- A comparisonbetweenthe biasvalu,-sobtainedforTIROS-Ninthisstudy

": (based on the entire region) with those obtained by Phillips etal. (1979) for_t ""

-"_" the North American region shows similar values with largest biases amounting'to

• _ about 2"C. Nhile the largest biases in thle January study occur at about 200--

300mb, the largest values in the Phillips etal. study occur between 150-250mb.

This probably reflects the higher altltvde of the tropopause in April. Overall,

•_ , the bias values "obtained by Phillips etal. for North America are not greatly..
different fro_ those in this study based on the entire region. However, biases

s_ • o
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partly cloudy (P CLDY) and cloudy (CLDY) sounding types •
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2.- based on the U.S; subregion show considerably larger values than obtathed by ,"

" PhilUps et al.. The largest standard deviation near the tropopause'obtalned in

_-.:: thla study (based on the entire region) of 2.95"C yields an RMS of 3.3"C when
• _ combined with the bias. This compares well with an F_S value near the tropopause

"_:"" of about 3.4"C In the Philllps et al. study. On the other hand, an _ of 4.8"C

• is reached for the U.S. subregion of this study. However. the standard devla-"

_ J_\ tions for both TIROS-N and NOAA-6 in the U.S. subregion tend to be somewhat•.. . .-

: smaller than those In the whole region. This stands In contrast to the larger

_'f bias values lu the U.S. subregion. • . . . .

: As noted In the introduction, the major aspect of this s_udy is the cam- _.

\ parlson of the relative performance of two satellites, TIROS-N and NOAA-6.

"'_. Figure 8 provides _ direct comparlsou of TIROS-N and NOAA-6 for the clear and]

cloudy soundings over both the entire region and the U.S. subregion. The partly

cloudy soundings are not presented since they comprise such a sm_ll percentage of

--_:_ the sample. As shown In Figure 8, the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 bias and standard de-

_.L. viatlon curves are quite similar above the lowest layers. This similarity is not

surprlslng slnce'nearly Identical instruments are aboard both satelliteS..Ho..w-

•--. 2.3 ever_ the standard deviations show NOAA-6 to be slightly noisier throughout the
' _ soundings.

Thr most significant difference in the curves occurs in the bias for the

"-: lO00-g5Omb layer where'TIROS-N soundings are noticeably colder. In an attempt to
• =• ".

-_ isolate the reason for these low level dlfferences, histograms were prepared

_':'-_ showing the distribution of the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 relocated temperature dtf-'

-'_- ferences over the easteru'U.S. (.Figure 9). This region of the U.S. was used to

,_._ _. lessen the problems of topography, The NOAA-6 clear cases (Figure 9a) shows a

distinct shift toward warmer values (i.e. NOAA-6 warmer than the radiosonde), In

-'" __ contrast, the TIROS-N clear cases (Figure 9b) are skewed toward values colder

"- than the radiosonde. The cloudy comparisons provided in Figures _c and 9d show a

" _ strong skewness toward warmer temperatures at low levels for NOAA-6 while the

"'.\_, -'.I. TIROS-N data are more normally distributed. Attempts were made to explain dlf-
fering distributions shown in Figure 9 without success. Perhaps future studies

.. _ should further Investigate this tendency.

, .x. b) Height and thickness synoptic analysis comparisons

_\" Figures I0 and II depict the TIROS-N, NOAA-6 and LFH 500mb height

_=_.. _ and geootrophlc..ts°tsch analyses for all three time periods. Both satellites

.,'_.,,..-.--_,•.

"_ _-_

-_ • "_" _.--_,. . ._._ _ -_.:L_ _._ • .'-._::°2 _.5" i .... :_.. "_,_'-'" _ _ _ "" : ...... : "
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FtBure 10. $TROS-N and LFM 500mb hefghl: (solid, dam) and geostrophic

:-.;:._. isol::ach (dashed, m s-1) analyses for 0000 GHT 6 to 0000 6MT 7 January
1980.
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 10 except for NO.~ and LFM.
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define the trough and ridge positions relatively yell, although some of the gra-

dients are weaker than in the LYl[ analyses. This is particularly evident at 0000 •

o_rr 7 January, vhen bath satellites fall to capture the 60 m 0-1 Jet maximum

associated with the trough located in the Northern Plains states. _eaker

satelllte gradients have been noted in early studleo (e.g. sea Koehlor. 1981 or

Oesmarais et el., 1970). Also, at 1200 c_rr 6 January both satellites show • ten-.

denny tovard a double rave in the vestern trough. This tendency is not present

in tee LFH analysls. K further discrepancy occurs over Hexlco, where apparently

anomalous troughs are found in several of the sate11Ite analyses. These troughs

are located in data .gaps between satellite passes and can probab!7 be attributed

to the extrapolation of gradients Into the data gaps by the analysla _ethod.

In su_aryp anexamlnatlon of _he 500ab heights and geostroph!€ wlnds

shown in Figures I0 and II are relatlvely encouraging desplte the di_crepancleS '

noted above. The quality of these satellite analyses mill be further revealed In

nuaerlcal forecast experiments conducted by Derber et el. (1981).

Since the colocation results shamed relatively poor values at low levels

and near the tropopause, an attempt •as made to decrease the effects of these

layers in further e_aluatlons. This was done by calculating thicknesses over" ."

three tropospheric layers (lO00-700mb, 700-300_bt 300-100_b). The dlocuoslon

that follows pertains to these three layers.

The.satellite_Inus LFH 1000-700ub thicknes.s differences aho_ra in Figure 12

illustrate satellite sounding problems near the surface. Both positive end _ega °

tlve centers are present. Over southern Canada and the U.S., both satellltes show

positive ce:|ters (_.e. satellite thicknesses too high) propagating eastward and

southward with the _aJor trough. This is consistent ulth the 500_b trough

(Tigures I0 and II) being too _eak. On the other hand. the negative anonaly (i.e.

satellite thlckneoses too low) re=alns _ore stationary, prlmarily over the _oun-

talnous _estern region of the U.S. This may indicate a recognized difficulty in

the retrieval procedures over high terrain, or it _ay reflect inadequacies in the

extrapolation to lO00ub In this study.

• Tvo other large anomalies exist in northern Canada. One is a large posi-

tive anomaly located over the t_orth Atlantic coastal reglon near Labrador. Since

it Is located near the center of the North A_ertcan branch of the polar vortex and

occurs in both satellites it r_y s_ply represent another example of troughs bei_4_

too warm in satellite analysis flelds, floweret, since this area is nearly devoid

"" of conventional data, it is possible that the anomaly reflects a deficiency la the

verification data. The other anomaly exists over _ountainous western Canada and

t



Flgure 12. Satelllte-derlved minus LFM thickness differences (dam)."

for the lO00-700mb layer from the 0000 GMT 6 to 0000 GMT 7 January

1980 periods.
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is also positive. This feature could be another exa=ple of satelllte sounding

problems over high terrain. However, since it weakens wlth time it may also

reflect the propagation of the trough from this region.

The largest departures are in the NOAA-6 data, as compared to the TXROS-N

data. 31ace both data sets are interpolated to the same time, the greater NOAA-6

anomalles --y reflect problems wlth either its instrumentation or sounding

ratrleval procedure. This is also supported by the sllghtly better performance of
TIROS-N in the eolocatlon comparisons.

Results for the 700-300mb layer should be more promlelng, considering the

eaaller colocated differences found in that layer. Figures 13 and 14 _bo_ the

TIR0S-N, NOAA-6 and LFM 700-300mb thickness analyses for the three tlue periods.

Also shown are Isotachs (dashed lines) of the 700-300mb thermal wind. Tha troughs

in the thickness fleld are located west and north of their position in the 500_b

analyses, which would be expected in a developing barocllnlc wave. Hany of tha

varlatlons present in the 500mb fields are removed by Isolating this layer from

the lower levels. For example, both the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 700-300=b thickness

patterns give little or no indication of the tendency toward a "double wave" pat-

tern in the 1200 GHT 6 January 500mb field. Also, the eastern Pac_flc closed high

and low in the 50Omb field apparent in all three periods is weakened in the 700-
300mb thickness field.

Both satellltes show general agreement wlth the LFM analysis trough and

ridge positions, although the satellite features are shifted 3-5" to the west.

The Intenslty of the troughs and rldges are underestimated wlth the troughs alpo

showing less curvature. As usual, there is a loss of gradient Inforaatlon in both
sets of satellite data.

However, TIROS-N does a be_ter Job in defining the 700-300mb gradients than

NOAA-6. This is particularly evident in the western trough at 1200 GHT 6 January

and 0000 GHT7 January when TIROS-N better defines the 40 m s-I thermal wind Jet

and related thickness gradient apparent In the LFM analyses. Neither satellite

does very well in delineating the thermal wind Jet associated with the eastern

trough, although it is unclear whether this is totally a satellite problem or

simply a lack of conventional data over the Atlantic.

Examlnsti0n of the statistics in Table 2. which includes S1 scores, also

reveals NOAA-6's deficiency in defining gradlents. I The NOAA-6 Sl scores are con-

slstently larger than those for TIROS-N for both the entire region and the U.$.

• o • .

IThe S1 score _ens_res the accuracy of the intensity and positioning of gradlents
in a given fleld;wlrh smaller S1 scores indicatln_ more accurate gradient repre-gentatlon.

, - . . . . • . • • . . .

. . . • .
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Figure 13. TIROS-N and LFM 700-30Gmb thickness (solld, dnm) and

thermal'wlnd Isotach analyses (dashed, m s-I) for 0000 GMT 6 to

0000 GMT 7 January 1980.
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• Qu;-LJrl,

Figure 14. Same as Fig. 13 except for NOAAand L_I,
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Table 2: TIROS-N (T) and NOAA-6 (N) vs. LFH layer mean temperature analysls
statistics. Bias and standard deviation values are in Celsluo degrees, uhilo
the $1 scores are dimenslonless.

0000 _ 6 JANUAR"£ 1200 _ 6 JA_dA_ 0000 _ 7 JAt_AI[t"

ENTIRE U.S. ENTIPZ U.S. EdTIRE U.S.
REGION SUBREGION REGION SUBREGION REGION SUBREGION

T N T N T N T N T N T N

BIAS

tO00-700H:B -.20 .83 -.A1 .81 -.08 .29 -.87 .45 -.29 .74 -.50 1.17

700--3001_ .09 .17 -.77 -.86 .15 -.15 .92 =1.38 .12 .10 -.66 -.84

300-X00MB .77 .47 1.38 1.54 .65 .35 1.74 1.31 .77 .37 1.52 .87

ST. DEV.

lO00-7001.fB 2.20 2.82 1.70 2.41 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.50 2.50 2.69 2.23 2.85

700-300H3 1.36 1.64 1.17 1.65 1.39 1.45 I_48 1.54 1.30 1.58 1.10 _.35

300-10ORB 1.3L 1.84 1.06 1.74 1.52 1.91 1.10 1.70 1.48 1.98 .91 1.47

Sl

1000-700H_ 51.0 60.2 36.9 47.5 50.6 51.6 42.6 45.0 49.4 54.1 36.9 45.3

700-300MB 42.2 45.9 32.6 39.4 43.4 45.1 35.2 41.4 38.9 42.8 31.0 41.0

300-'I00H3 63,5 74.2 45.0 68.7 69.5 81.7 52.2 79.4 65.9 73.8 47.9 63.3

• . • . • . .
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subregion. The Sl scores for both satellites _re semller In the U.S. subregi0n

than in the whole region. One poosible e_planatlon is that the lack of radiosonde

data in the data sparse areas of the entire region prevents an accurate deflnltlon

of the verification field gradients. The etanderd deviations in Table 2 indicate

8renter values for _0AA-6. Thls agrees with the colocatlon re,slim.

" Figure 15 shows the 700-300rib thickness difference fields (i.e. ,atelllte

minus Ll_4analysig). As in the 1000-700_b thickness differences, the positive

• ano_alles, indicative of too high sate11Ite thicknesses, follow the troughs

throughout the period in both satellites. This is true for both the uestern and

eastern troughs. Bowever, unlike the 1000-700mb thickness difference fields,

negative anomalies'indicative of too low satellite thicknesses, are found in _o'st

of the ridges. This is apparent in the ridge between the eastern and western

troughs throughout the three time periods. Negative anomalies also tend to re.lmln

stationary over the western U.S. l_ountain3. This posslbly reflects the effec'_s a_

higher levels of sounding problems over high terrain. The 700-]00mb thlckn_ss

difference results support the premise that N_A-6 is poorer in deft_Ing _ra-

dlents. For example, NOAA-6 exhibits a large negative anomaly over Colorado

at 1200 CHT 6 January and a large positive anomaly over the Northeru Plains.at.

0000 GFrr 7 January.

The 300-!00mb analysis results are only given in statistical form. These

results are poorer.than those in the 700-300mb layer for both satellites vlth con-• .

slstently'la=ger'Sl' scores and biases. This is not surprising, since the 300 L

100_b layer eontalns the large tropopause errors found in the eolocated results.

8. Conclusions

Evaluatlon of TIROS-N and NOAA-6 soundings was performed using both colo-

cated and analysis comparisons between satellite and conventional data for an.

early January 1980 synoptic situation. Although paralleling similar studies

(Desmarals etal., 1978; Koehler, 1981; $chlatter, 1981), this study is unique in

that it simultaneously evaluates the performance of two satellltes.

Extensive _anual screening was performed on the original noundlngs s_ts.

- Although the colocated statistics showed little or no improvements removal of the

poorest soundings provided more consistent analyses.

The TIROS-N ._ndNO_A-6 colocated statistics exhibit similar characterfstlc_

above the lo_er layers (i.e. 1000-700mb), with the best results lu the middle tro-

posphere. The large differences near the tropopause are indicative of poor ver-

tical resolutlon Im satellites, _hile those near the ,urface are probably due to
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Figure 15. Same as Fig. 12 except for the 700-300mb layer.
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(1979). Bowever, the TIROS-N and GOAA-6 biases In the u.s. 8ubregion ere larger

than tho•• of the entire region.

TlnOS-N and NOAA-6 analyses ahow general agreeaent v~th the LYK 500mb h~lght

and 70o-30Omb thickness analyses, especially in locating trough and ridge posi

tions. Hovever, .ooe differences vere noted. For example, several of the

variationa found in the 500mb satellite field. vere not present In the 70o-300mb
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, Abstract ""

_''_:._ Vertical temperature profiles derived from TIROS-N and N0/_-6 radiance

\ measurements are used to create separate analyses for the _eriod 0000 _ 6

•, :_. January to 0000 GMT 7 January 1980. The 0000 G_r 6 January satellite _nalyses

""" • and a conventional analysis are used to Initialize and run the University of
t'?

"_ . Wisconsin's v.rslon of the Australian Region Primitive Equations model. Forecasts
°.,

\

"\. _ based on conventional analyses are used to evaluate the forecasts based'only on

... _\ satellite upper air data•

_,. !'" The forecasts based only on TIROS-N or NOAA'6 data did reasonably well In
_ locating the main trough and ridge positions. The satellite initial analyses

_.. ,- and forecasts •revealed errors correlated to the synoptic situation. The trough

i _-'", In both TIROS-N and NOAA-6 forecasts which was initially too uarm remained too

_' " ' warm as it propagated eastward during the forecast period. Thus. it is unlikely
-i

that the operational satellite data will Improve forecasts In a data dense

region, llowever_ tn regions of poor data coverage, the satellite data.should

,, '_ have a beneficlal _ffect on numerical forecasts.

t
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I. Introduction

,. Since the advent of numerical weather prediction, the development and use

_'- of numerical models have been hampered by the lack of complete and accurate data

sets, especially in oceanic reglo-s. Recent advances in remote sensing have

: established the possibility of using satelllte derived temperature profiles to

improve the data base. However, in several recent numerical experiments, the

results have failed to show any consistent positive impact when oatelllte ten-

perature profiles were included in the model Inltial fields. These results have

• raised questions concerning the usefulness of the satellite da:a in numerical

weather prediction. Since many o_her factors can influence forecast qualityo

this conclusion =ay be faulty. This study, along with a companion study by

Schmidt et al. (1981), attempts to determine whether vertical temperature pro-

files derived from TIROS-N and N_A-6 radiance measurements contain useful

meteorological information. In this paper, the evaluation is performed by con-

paring numerical forecasts made using only sounding data from each satellite

with a control forecast based on only conventional data.

In previous studies the quality of satellite data has been analyzed using

two distinct met hbds: direct comparisons of satellite data with conventional

• data and numerical model forecasts. The direct comparison can either be done

using colocated soundings or analysis comparisons. Both direct comparison

methods are used by Schmidt et al. (1981) on the _ame data set employed in this

study. The colocated sounding technique compares individual satellite profiles

to nearby radiosonde profiles or analyses interpolated to the sounding loca-

tions. Phillips (1979) and Schlatter (1981) have recently co,piled colocated

statistics for the TIROS-N satellite. In addition, Schlatter (1981) also

employed analysis comparisors. Halem et al. (1978) and Tracton et al. (1980)

combined Nimbus-6 satellite data with conventional data to produce horizontal

analyses for use in their impact studies. However, the combination of the

satellite data with conventional data makes satellite data evaluation difficult.

Peter,on and Tlorn(1977) used only Nlmbus-6 data to track a 500mb low. Koehler

(1981) was able :o deflne major synoptic features using only Nimbus-6 data.

Using cross-sectional analyses created from Nimbus-5 data, Horn et al. (1916)

were able to describe the thermal gr_dlent beneath an intense upper tropospheric

Jet streak. Blechman and Horn (1981) used higher resolution Nimbus-6 data to

better locate a Jet streak in a summertime situation. Recently, using both

horizontal and _ross-sectlonal TIROS-N analyses, Strelt and Horn (1981) were

able to trac_ the polar and subtropical lets, whlch later influenced t_e _Ichlta

Falls tornado ot_tbreak. . • ....



Tht" incluslon of satellite data in numerical weather predictlon m_ielg

provides another method of satellite data evaluatlon. Nearly all of the re cen_

studies of this type have concentrated on employlns a combination of temperature

data derived from radiance measurements from Nlmbus-6 and conventional upper air

data. Chll etal. (1979) found a sllght positive impact with incluolon of

sate111te data, while Tracton etal. (1980) found no consistent positive impact

with the inclusion of satellite data. Kelly etal. (1978) did find a consistent

positive impact in a Southern Hemisphere study. This result may have been due

to the more extensive data poor regions in the Southern Hemlsphere. A good su_t-

mary of recent model impact studies is presented by Ohrlng (!979). ..

The improvement or degradation of numerical model forecasts when sate1-

' \ llte data are combined with conventional data is often used to Imply the quality
of the satelllte data. However_ as pointed out by Tracton etal. (1981).p.'ths

impact of satellite soundings is a function not only of the satellite data

quality, but also the analysis and forecast system. Analysls errors amy result

from Incompatlbillty between satelllte and conventlonal data. Consequently,

analyses based separately on satelllte and conventlonal data may be superior., to

an analysis b_sed on a comblned data set. Also, the co_blnatlon of data sets

makes the evaluation of the satellite _oundings difficult. Analysis techniques

which take into account the unique characteristics of the satelllte data may

•.. produce superlor _nalyses. The model may also' Influence the effect of satellite

temperature data on numerical model forecasts. If the resolution of the _odel

is too coarse, the model may be insensitive to small differences in the Inltlal

field. Also, inadequate model physics may overwhelm the effects of the changes

In the initial field.

Unlike _ost previous impact studies, this study involves comparisons .of

numerical model forecasts based either entirely on conventional data or entirely

ou satellite data. Thls approach circumvents problems arising from the mtxtn_

of data sets. It appears that the only previous st._y uslng this approach was

by Banner et al. (1976), which produced hemispheric forecasts from analyses

based only on Nlmbus-5 and NOAA-2 temperature soundings. Furthermore, separate

analyses were produced from TIROS-N and [_0AA-6data allowing Intercomparlsons

" between two satelllte data sets. These analyses were inserted into a limited

area primitive equation model with high horizontal resolution. The resulting

forecasts are verified against those produced from conventional Initlal fields.

From these co_parisons, a better understanding of the characteristics and llml-

tatlons of satellite data In a forecast situation can be developed.
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2. The experiment

In this study, TIROS-N and NOAA-6 operational satellite soundings were

used in a numerical forecast model to evaluate the data'a quality and usefulness

in numerical weather prediction. As noted in the introduction, this and a com-

panlon study apply the same data sets. In the first, 8chmldt etal. (1981) exa-

mines the satellite sounding quality and the improvement achieved through manual

screening of the data. In this second portion of the experiment only the analy-

" ses derived from the 0000 GMT 6 January 1980 TIROS-N and NOAA-6 screened data

sets are used in a numerical forecast experiment. The data and procedures used

to construct these satelllte,derlved analyses are described fully in Schmldt et

al. (19B1).

To evaluate the model forecast results achieved using TIROS-N and NOAA-6

analyses, a control forecast was ILecessary. For this purpose the thickness

fields obtained from the Limlted-area Fine Mesh (LFM) model of the National

Meteorological Center (NMC) were used. Upper air temperature and geostrophlc

wind fields were derived using the LFM I000 mb height analyses and TIROS-N,

NOAA-6 and LFH thickness analyse q. The mean sea level pressure data required by

the Initialization procedure, were also taken from the 0000 GMT 6 January 1980

LFM analysis fields. Since the same surface data was used in each case, dif-

ferences between the satellite and conventional initial fields were llmltedto

the upper air temperature and wind fields. Forecasts out to twenty-four.hours

were produced from the TIROS-N, NOAA-6 and control initial fields. The control

run was verifled against conventional analyses to evaluate medel performance,

while the forecasts derived from the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 data were compared to

the control forecasts in order to evaluate the satellite data. This evaluation

may provide insights into the ability of the satellite temperature data to

describe synoptic fields in a numerical forecast situation. It should be empha-

sized that the satellite data forecasts were not necessarily expected to be

superior to the control forecasts, particularly since the experlmeot was con-

ducted over an area rich in conventional data. Rather, the com_-ari:_ons were

intended to provide indications of the infot_atlon content of satellite data.

3. Forecast model description

The Australian Reglon Primitive Equations model was adapted by the

Australian Numerical Meteorology Research Centre for use by the Unlverslt_ of

_Isconsln and the National Environmental Satellite Service (_ESS). (!lere_fter,



this model will be referred to as the ANY_C model.) The operational version

upon which the ANMRCmodel is based is described in McGregor etal. (1978). The

ANMRC model is a semi-impliclt primitive equation model with second order trun-

cation errors in space and time. In the version of the ANMRC model used in thin

experlmentt only adiabatic processes were allowed. Additional information on

this model can be found in Mills etal. (1981). In the vertical, the ANMRC

model had ten sigma levels while it uses a staggered spatial grid in the hori-
zontal.

The ANtiC model grid shown in Figure I is on a Lambert conformal projec-

tion with a grid spacing of 67.56km at 50" and 20"N. This high resolution not

only reduces the truncation error, but also is small enough to resolve the

information contained in the satellite data. Computer memory limitations

encountered with such a high horizontal resolution restricts the model domain to

a limited area. Boundary conditions which must then be specified, presented a

major difficulty in this study. To simplify the experiments, fixed boundary

conditions were used. As can be expected, the fixed boundary conditions produced

large forecast errors near the boundaries. Not only are time variations of the

atmospheric strucfure along the boundary neglected by the use of fixed boundary

conditions, but also an incorrect specification of the initial condition" _ty

continuously produce larger errors as the forecast progresses. Thus, only the

Inner region•shown in Figure 1 was used to verlfy'the forecasts.

4. The ANMRC model forecdsts

The AN._RC model initialization procedures required temperature and wind

analyses at I000, 850, 700, 500, 300, 250, 200, and lOOmb, moisture data below

300mb and a sea level pressure field on the ANMRC grid. Since the data were only

in terms of thickness analyses on the LFM subset grid, the fo!lowing procedure

was applied identically to the screened TIROS-N, screened NOAA-6 and LFM

thickness analysis. The thickness fields derived from LFM analyses were included

_ to serve as a contro.l forecast in satellite data and model performance evalua-

tlons. The procedure used to produce the required fields was designed tO edsure

con_[ste_icy between data _ets and to minimize the £nfluence of outside data

sour¢es.

First, the lO00-=h height, dew point temperature and sea level pressure

analyses were e×tracted frem the LFM analysltl and O0hr forecast data Gets." From

the TIROS-N, NO_i-6.and LFM thickness analyseq, temperature fields were derived

• . . . • • . . .
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Figure 1: The ,\¾,_iRC model grid. Verification statistics • ."
were calculated for only the Outlined inner region.

/

7OOMB OOHOUR CONIF, OL - LFM "ND.LYSIS -I

Flt, ure 2: Difft.rences t_et_.'een the control OOhr and Lr-H

• anai;'si,n _0t_..b height fields (da:a) for 0000 GHT ..
• 6 ,lanuarv 19,_0.



-.. . '" hydrostatlcally 'and height fields created using the LFM lO00mb analyses. The sea

level pressure, temperature, height and dew point temperature analyses were Inter- .

polated totheANMRC model grid using overla_plng quadratic polynomials in two

dimensions. Since a small area in the southeast corner of the AN_C model grld is :

.located outside the L1_model grid, an extrapolation to these grid points was

required. However, in this region shy errors introduced by the extrapolation are

unlikely to slgnlflc_ntly effect the forecasts in the verification region.

On the A.NMRCmodel grid, geostrophlc winds _ere calculated from the height

fields. The approximations of geostrophlc wlnds, adiabatic processes, and fixed

boundary conditions were applied consistently between model runs. Thus, com-

parisons with the control case should minimize the effects of these approximations

on the final results.

The LFH.(control), NOAA-6 and TZROS-N data sets produced using the pre-

ceding procedure were used to initialize and run the ANMRC model on the CRAY-I

computer at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The model was

run out to twenty-four hours with a timeatep of six minutes. In order to ensure

consistency between the LFM verifying analyses and the ANMRC model forecastsp the

filtering In the •post processing was altered to simulate NMC's comblned filter

described in Gerrity and Newell (1976). Each forecast was produced conslste_tly

under the simplified conJitlons of fixed boundary condlt!ons_ geostrophlc winds,

and a minlmum of parameterlzation. Thus, comparisons .between ANHRC model runs - •

(i.e. the TIROS-N, NOAA-6 and the control run) are more meanlz:_ful in data eva-

luatfons than comparisons against operational LFM analyses. Model performance

under t_ese simplified conditions can be evaluated through comparisons 5etween the

. control forecast (the AN_dRC model forecast initialized using the L:,'H_alyses) and

the operational N_C LFM analyses and forecast.

5. Results

The TIROS-N, _OAA-6, and control model runs each produced forecasts of four

- different variables at ten leveis of the atmosphere for five time periods (00, 06,

12, 18, and 24 hours). Since a complete presentation of all these results Is

un=_an' cable, the evaluation will concentrate on the 00, 12, and 24 hour forecasts

of the 500mb helghts and 700-300mb thicknesses. The 500mb height field was chosen

for evaluation because of t_e Importance of thls level to forecasters. The 700-

300mb layer was chosen for several reasons. Figure 2 sho_s the effect of the

AN,_[RCInltlal[Zatton and post-processlng procedures on the 700mb contr01"_elght

•o J
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field. Obviously the errors arising from thene procedures are related to the sur-

face topography, which lies below 700mb. The 700-300mb layer is also above and

below the layers in which the satellite temperatures display maximum difference8

from conventional data sources. (See Schmldt etal., !981.) However, data from

the levels above 700mb and below 300mb may still Blgnlflcantly influence the 700-

300=b layer forecasts. Also, an Inconsistency was found In the model initializa-

tion procedure after these forecasts were run. The result was a large height bl_s

in the top sigma level (o - .05) in the forecasts. However, the results suggest

that the levels below 300mb were not greatly affected. The forecast verification

will concentrate on the trough initially located over the Pacific Northwest, since

the eastern trough is severely affected by the boundary conditions.

a. The 500=b level

The control forecasts are first evaluated against the LFH 500mb analyses to

give an indication of the Ah_fllC model performance under the simplified conditions

of initial geostrophic winds, fixed boundaries and a minimum of parameterization.

The 00, 12. and 24hr control forecasts along wit;, verifying analyses are shown in

Figure 3. In this and subsequent 500mb figures both height and geostrophic iso-

tach analyses are shown. _,le geostrophlc winds are used to indicate the strength
of the gradient In the height field.

Since the control forecast was Initlallzed uslng the LFM analyses for

' 0000 GMT 6 January, the difference between this analysis (Figure 3a) and the 00hr

forecast (Figure 3b)Indicates the effects of the initialization and post-

processing. A slight decrease in the areas of geostrophic wind maxima is ap-

parent, indicating a decrease in the 500mb height gradient. This effect, which is

at least partially due to the filtering done in the post-processing, should be
present In all the model forecasts.

AS the trough over the Pacific Northwest intensifies and propagates east-

ward, the 12hr control forecast moves the trough oomewhat too quickly and overln-

tenslfies th.. height gradient in the base of the trough. (Compare Figures 3c and

3d.) l{owever, _ore apparent differences in the 12hr forecasts are the cloned

center and the nea_ly north-south trough axis in the control forecast compared to

the open wave and the positive tilt in the LFH analysis. As shown in Figures 3e

and 3f, the location of the trough in the 24hr forecast is only slightly too far

to the east. However, the control forecast does not intensify the trough enough.

This lack of intebsiflcatlon is reflected in the weaker geostroph!c Jet maxt=_u_
over the central dtates.

• ". • ,
• , . . • • . . .
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In order to partlally assess the effect of the slmpltfications employed in
/

obtalntng the control forecast, the N_C LFH forecasts are compared with the control

xorecasts _n Figure 4. Also, since the control tnltlal fields were taken from the

LFM analyses, deficiencies in the icttlal flelds should be reflected in both model

forecasts.

Away from the boundaries, two major differences are noted. In the 12hr

forecasts, the center of the 500mb low over North Dakota Is shifted further south

" in the control forecast, thus increasing the gradient in the bane of the trough

-_ (Figures 4c and 4d)o Also, in the 24hr forecasts the LFM model correctly forecasts

the center of the 500mb low. Compare Figures 4f with 3e. The control forecast

(Figure 4e) shous a center about sixty meters higher than the LFH forecast. In

general, the _C operational LFM forecast and the ANgeLiC_ontrol forecasts were in

better agreement with each other than either was with'the verifying LI_. analyse_,

Considering the simplifications used in the control run, it was surprising chat the

control forecasts were in reasonably good agreement wltl the operational LFM

forecast.

Since the. satellite forecasts were produced under the same model limitation_
• . . .

as the control forecasts, many of th_ same features found in the control forecasts

can be expected to also be present in the satelIite forecasts. Thus, differences

between the controI forecasts and the TIROS-N and NO_-6 forecasts should reveai

Strengths andlimitations of satellite data in a numerical model forecast.- The

companion study bY Schmtdt et al. (198]), which gives a =ore complete description
of the satellite data and analyses used in the model initialization, found that the

" sateiltte data tendeJ to be too _ar_ in troughs and too cold in ridges. Thu_, the

gradients in the height and thickness fields were usually underestimated. In com-

parisons _,e_ween TIROS-N and NObA-6 analyses, Schmtdt et al. found that the TIROS-N

analyses tended to be slightly better than those from NOAA-6.

Becauoe of the weaker gradients in the analysis fields, one may expect to

find weaker gradients In the _atellite forecasts, with TIROS-N possibly performing
i
[ -. somewhat better than NOAA-6. 7he TIROS-N OOhr forecast shows weaker gradients with

an accompanying underestimation of the geostrophic Jet maxima in the ba_e of both

the eastern and western troughs as shown in Figure 5. Also at OOhr the. western

" trough extend._d back further into central Canada. Thi_ feature, also found in _he

"' NOAA-6 data (Figure 6b), Is synoptically realistic axed_y not have been resolved

by the w£dely spaced Canadian radiosonde network. In the 12 and 24hr TIROS-N fore-

c_ats the _In trough is in approximately the same position as the cont.r?lfore-

cast. IIowever,at 12hrs a weak secondary wave is evident _n south-central Canada.
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Figure 5: Same as Fig. 3 except from the control (a,c,e) and the

TIROS-N (b,d,f) forecasts.
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Ptguro 6: ,;amt, a._ Fig. 3 _'xcept from the control (a,c,e) and the
NO.\A-b (ll,d,i,) fort'casts.



This secondary trough deepens at 241ira _:hlch along with the main trough created a

very broad trough over the north-centralUnited States. Inspection of the lnt_r-

mediate forecasts (not shown) reveals that this feature propagates in from the

northern boundary. In both the 12 and 24hr forecasts, the maximum gradients as

described by the geostrophic Jet are slightly underestimated and too far to the

south. Also, the overestimation of heights in the center o_ the 500mb trough seems

to propagate through to the 24hr forecast.

Many features of the NOAA-6 and TIROS-N forecasts are slmilar_ the initial

gradients are too weak, the western trough extends back Into Canada in the initial

data, in the 12 and 24hr forecasts the geostrophic Jet maximum was too far to the

south, and the western trough was too shallow, ltowever, a comparison between

Figures 5 (TIROS-N) and Figure 6 (NOAA-6) demonstrates some major differences. In

the initial data, the NOAA-6 analysis shows an anamolous trough located over Mexico

(Figure 6b). The analysis scheme probably created thla anamolous trough by inter-

polating the gradient created by slightly iufertor data into a satellite data gap.

Apparently, this trough did not greatly influence the forecast as it was nearly

damped out by 24hr. In the Pacific Northwest, there _aa little tendency in the

NOAA-6 forecasts for a Secondary trough to form and intensify. (See Figures 6b, d

and f.) Thus, the troughs in the 12 and 24hr forecasts ere conalderably more

realistic than those in the TIROS-N forecasts. The N0_%-6 00hr fields also

overestimated the heights in the trough more than the 00hr fields in the TIROS-_!

forecasts. This feature was propagated along with the trough out to 24hrs. _ow-

ever, the geoatrophlc Jet maxima were not underestimated in the 12 and 24hr far,-

casts. Overall, the forecasts using only satellite upper alr data did better tl_an

expected in forecasting the 500mb height field with the NOAA-6 forecasts being

slightly better in positioning the 500mb trough and the TIROS-N forecasts being

slightly better in describing the magnitudes of the height fields.

b. The 700-300mb layer

The control and verification 700-300mb thickness and thermal wind iootach

/ analyses are shown in Figure 7 and the thickness difference fields between tho gmme

two thlckuess fielda are shown in Figure 8. The effects of the Inltlallzatlon on

the 700-300mb field wa's;o_ee again a reduction of the gradient as indicated by the

700-300mb thermal wind pattern. The 12hr forecast shows the western thlckness

trough movlng too fast resulting in large negative thlcknesa differences over the

Dakotas and positive differences on the western aide of the trough. At both 12 and

24hrs, the center of_ithe _xlmum thickness gradient Is properly located. Howevert
• • - .... ' , . .

• . . . • • . . ,
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Ftgurt, 7: 700-300rob.thickness (solid, <l;_n_) and therm;_1 wind tsot;_ch
(d;_sht'd, 20 nt s -1 tnterv;tl) ;m_lyse:_ for the I,FM ;,.nalysls
(;_,c,e) and control l'orec;ist (b,d,f). l,,_otach values

_l'L*;l[t'r th;lll 40 Ill ,'4-I _ll'C shaded.
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Figure 8: t'ontt-oI forecast minus L.FH analysis
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,_egat ire d t f ferences are d:ished.
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the 12hr forecast overestimates the gradient at the base of the western trough. At

24hrs, the thickness trough has become too broad with a slight indication of a ]

short wave trough developing on its eastern side. The geostrophic Jet maximum

associated with this pattern has a greater east-west extent,

Since the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 700-300mb 00hr forecasts shown in Figures 9b

and lOb have no 40m s -I thermal wind maximum in the western trough, it is apparent

that the satellite underestimated the thickness gradients. This is also shown in

Figures lla and b. The 700-300mb satelllte minus control thickness difference

flelds show that for both satellites the western trough axis is initially defined

by a region of poslti_e thickness anomalies surrounded by negative thickness dlf-

ferences, resulting in the underestimation of the thickness gradlent In the

satellite data. For both TIROS-N and NOAA-6, the resultlng overestimation of

heights are propagated with the trough through 24hr. Despite the underestimation

of the gradient in the 00hr forecast, the thermal wind Jet maxima in the 12 and

24hr forecasts are of nearly the same magnitude in the satellite forecasts as in

the control forecast. However, in both the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 forecasts there is a

tendency for the maximum gradient to be located on the west side of the trough as

opposed to being located in the base of the control trough. Both satellite fore"
• o

casts maintvin the ridge north of Lake Superior better than the control forecast in

the 24hr forecasts. (Compare Figures 9f and 10f.) Thus, the trough is not as

broad as the control forecast yet still broader than the verification.

Even though both •Satellite forecasts are slmilar,'certaln differences exist.

In all the TIROS-N forecasts , the magnitude of the thickness field more closely

resembles the control forecasts and verlfylng analyses than the NOAA-6 forecast.

In the TIROS-N forecast, anomalous troughlng is indicated off BaJa, Mexico at 12hrs

and moves Inland at 24hrs. (See Figures llc and e.) This is probably due to

slightly incorrect initial data along the fixed boundary which continuously pro-

duced errors through the forecast period. At 24hrs both the TIROS-N and NOAA-6

forecasts have developed indications of a short wave thickness trough over the

Midwest as did the control forecast. However, the short wave trough in the NOAA-6

forecast is considerably more pronounced. (Figures 9f and lOf.)

c. Statistical evaluations

The statistical evaluation of the forecast was performed using layer mean

temperatures for the three layers, 1000-700mb, 700-JOOmb and 300-100mb. Bias,

standard deviation and SI scores were calculated. (See Table I.) The verification
• . . • .

• •." . . . • . . .

• • • . .
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Table I: Layer mean temperature comparisons between the control, TIROS-N and
NOAA-6 forecasts and the LFM analyses (Cop three llnes of a, b, and c). Also
compared were the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 forecasts with the control forecasts (last
two llnes of a, b, and c).

a. BIAS

1000-700MB 700-300H3 300-100HB

O0 12 24 O0 12 24 O0 12 24
HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR

CONTROLVS ANAL. .43 .14 -.35 -.36 -.03 -.19 .26 -1.69 -2.73
TIROS-NVSANAL. -_15 -.81 -1.83 -.79 -1.00-1.77 1.33 - .81 -1.87
NOAA-6VS ANAL. .71 .01 -.71 -.90 -.58 -i.13 1.44 - .52 -1.40
TIROS-NVS CONTROL-.58 -.96 -1.48 -.43 -.97 -1.57 1.07 .88 .85
NOAA-6 VS CONTROL .28 -.13 -.36 -.54 -.54 - .94 1.18 1,18 1.32

b. STANDARDDEVIATION

.io00-700MB 700-300MB 300-100HB

00 12 24 00 12 24 00 12 24
HOUR HOUR HOUR llOUK HOUR HOUR lt0UK HOUR HOUR

CONTROLVS ANAL. ,79 1.87 2.22 .43 1.33 1.62 .50 1,30 1.73
TIROS-N VS ANAL. 1.44 2.17 3.12 1.17 1.81 "2.10 1.26 1o53 3;02 •
NOAA-6 VS A_L. 2.0.7 2.57 2.81 1.71 2.07 1.74 1.92 1.90 2.70
TIROS-N VS CO)_ROL 1,32 1.54 2.40 1.03 1.66 2.41 .98 1.56 2.63
NOAA-6 VS CONTROL 2.i8 2.37 2.52 1.59 1.87 1.69 1.62 2.02 2.49

c. S1

1000-700H.B 700-300H3 300-100HB

00 12 24 O0 12 24 00 12 24
HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR ttOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR

CONTROLVS ANAL. 17.0 33.0 39.9 " 10.3 28.9 32.1 11.7 31.6 38.3
TIROS-N VS ANAL. 36.0 43.9 56.0 25.0 34.0 43.7 24.7 34.8 56.2
NOAA-6 VS ANAL. 14_i.2 51.0 53.3 32.4 36.8 41.7 36.7 40.4 55.5
TIROS-N VS CONTROL 30.2 30.6 36.6 21.6 34.0 45.0 21.0 37.2 47,4
NOAA-6 VS CONTROL 41.1 40.3 39.4 28.8 37.2 38.7 31.7 43.8 52.6

• . ", . .

• I
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region previously shown in F_gure I was chosen to be over an area rlch in conven-

tional data and was positioned to minimize the more Gevere boundary effects. Zu

conducting the statlstical comparisons, every third grid point was used in order

to make the results reasonably compatlble with those done on the LFH subset grid

used by Schmidt et al. (1981). Recall that the LFH grid spacing Is 190.5km co_-

pared with 67.56km used in the ANHRC model. The satelllte forecasts are verified

against both the LFH analyses and the control run. Verification against thq

control run was intended to reduce the effects on the statistics of the basic

model errors and consistent errors resulting from the simplified experimental

design.

The O0hr comparisons of the control versus the LFH analyses reveals th_ ....

effect of the Initlallzatlon and post-processlng on the conventional d_ta. Far

all three statistics, the smallest initialization and post-processing errors• are

located In the 700-300mb layer. Thus, the eatller choice of the 700-300mb layer

based on the poor sounding quallty below 700mb and above 300mb is further

Justified by the small effects of Initlallzatlon and post-processing In this

layer.

In the 300-100mb layer during the 24hr forecast period, the blss Chans_s

by nearly 3°C (from posltlve to negative values) in all three forecaots when com-

pared to the LFM analyses. (See top three llnes of Table la.) Closer inspection

of the data (not shown) reveals that a large part of this bias change was in the

2OO-lOOmb layer. It Is'llkely that much of this feature is due to the previously

mentioned inconsistency in the Initfallzatlon of the top sigma level.

In all cases-when the forecasts were compared to the LFH analysls, the"

control forecast had lower standard deviations and S1 scores than the sateUite

forecasts. This implies, as expected, that the satellite analyses are less

accurate than the conventional LFM analysis. However, it is enccuraglng that the

standard deviations of the satellite forecasts versus the LFM analyses are only

about l°C greater than the corresponding control versus LFM analysis values.

Also, the Sl scores for the 12hr forecasts in the 700-300mb layers (lines 2 and 3

in Table Ic) are certainly respectable. The lowest layer, 10OO-700mb, appears to

have abnormally large standard deviations and S1 scores. However, when the

satellite forecasts are compared to the control forecasts these differences are

generally reduced. Thls indicates that much of the difference m_y be a result of

the initialization, post-processlng or modelling errors, rather than satellite

data errors.
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In comParing the two satellites with each other an interesting feature is

noted. At O0 and 12hr the TIROS-N forecasts are distinctly superior, but at 24hr,

the NOAA-6 forecast is somewhat better. Inspectlon of the 700-300mb thickness

difference fields in Figure II reveals that much of the decrease in the TIROS-N

forecast skill betweee_ 12 and 24 hr is probably due to the large area of negative

" differences in the Southwest States. As mentioned previously, this error was pro-

bably due to the incorrect specification of the thermal structure along the fixed

. boundary. In the 12hr forecast the area is still far enough west to be mostly out

of the verification region.

In summary, the results involving 500mb height fields, 700-300mb thickness

fields and statlstical parameters are consistent. While the major troughs and

ridges are reasonably positioned in the satellite •forecasts, the troughs are too

warm and the ridges are too cold. As a result the overall gradients are somewhat

reduced from those in the LFM analyses and the control forecasts. These patterns

are slmilar to those found in the analyses based only on sate11ite data. (See

Schmldt et al., 1981.) However, the maximum gradients tend to be of the same

magnitude as the control forecast, but somewhat misplaced. Also, the forecasts

unfortunately appear to be influenced by the use of fixed boundaries, especlaily:

the TIROS-N forecasts.

6. Conclusions

Using a high resolution limited area model, twenty-four hour forecasts have

been produced from initial fields based'only upon TIROS-N and NOAA-6 satellite

upper air data and conventional surface data. These forecasts were evaluated

against forecasts made using conventional data under the same constraints as used

in making forecasts based on the satellite data. The evaluation of the infor-

mation content of the satellite data in a numerical forecast aituatlon was allowed

by the compleZe separation of satellite and conventional upper air data and con-

slstent preparation of the initial fields. Since two separate initial fields were

derived using temperature data from two different satellites, an Intereomparlson

between the two satellite forecasts was also possible.

The initial fields as described by the satellite data contained temperature

gradients which were weaker than those in the conventional analyses. As shown by

Schmidt et al. (1981) in a more complete study of the basle satellite analyses,

this situation results from the overestimation of the temperature in troughs. This

has been a perslstent;problem found in many prevlous studies (e.g. Koehler, 1981,
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": using Nimbus-6 data and Schlatter_ 1981, using TIROS-.Ndata). In the aatelllte"

forecast, this characteristic of the temperature field was propagated alon_ w£_h.

the eynoptlc features. However, in the forecasts the _axlmu_ temperatur_ gra _

dlents were not generally underestimated but rather they were somewhat incorrectly

loca_ed. Despite the initial underestimation of the temperature gradlents_ the

satellite forecasts were still able to define the location of the ma_or trough and

ridge positions with a reasonable degree of accuracy under fairly severe flairs _

. fleas.

The satellite forecasts along with the control forecast were limited oy the

use of initial geoetrophic winds, fixed boundary conditions and ve.t_, l|mited pa-. "

raaetorlzstion. The lack of parameterlzatlon is unlikely to have severely

affected the forecasts. The use of initial geosrrophlc winds undoubtedly had a

detrimental effect on the forecasts. However, since the control forecast was .

slmilh:!_ degraded, comparisons to the control is:aces', may have reduced the

detrlmental effect of using InS.tlal geostrophic wind... Unfortunately this is not

t true for the boundary conditions. Since fixed boundary conditions were used, sn

Initial error in the bout,defydata may continue to generate errors throughout the

forecast period. An excellent example of this is shown along the western boundary.

The errors produced by the improper Inltlal boundary values were ._ble _o propagate

well Into the Southwest United States in twenty-four hours. Not only were the

TIROS-N forecdsts degraded by the initial data along the weste.'n boundary, but • -

also problems probably existed along the northern boundary as sho_ by the

appearance of a secondary trough at 500mb. Since LI2H,TIROS-N and NOAA-6 analyses

were available for 1200 GMT 6 January sad 0000 GM'T7 January. it may have heed

better to nest the forecasts using these analyses to update the boundary value€.

Comparisons between the TIROS-N and NOAA-6 forecasts were difficult, sin_e

it appears that the TIROS-N forecast wcs _Jre severely degraded by poor initial

values along the fixed boundary. Statistically the TIROS-N data initially and at

12hr produced a better forecast than the NOAA-E data. By 24hr the trrors

resulting from Initial ecrors along the bounder) had propagated inward far enough

to severely effect the statistics. Thus, at 24hr the TIROS-N statistics were cuf-

flciently degraded causing the NOAA-6 forecast statistics to be relatively

superior. SubJectlvely. both satellites provided reasonable forecasts eocsldering

the synoptic situation. The NO.kA-6forecasts generally were slightly better at

locating the synoptic features, while TIROS-N forecasts bitter described the

magnitude of the temperature field. Considering the similarity of the initial .

/leldJ It Is not surprising that many aspects of the satellite forecasts were more
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s:milar to each other than to the control or ver£fyin.q analyses: It iS alm@ _! _"

possible that differences in the satellite data and the conventlomtl data_ro m_t
]

" t"_
: only a result of satellite data errors, but also the satellite data_ay_aee

resolved features not found in the conventional data. . .: _ " ;'_

The similarity in foreeastc and initial fields further dcr_natrates _t _ .

the satellite errors are not random but rather highly correlated to tha 8_tle i

situation. Correlated errors are more likely to be incorporated into tbt _,_I _'
, /

" forecasts than random errors. Therefore, the operational satellite data spear : _.

unlikely to produce a positive impact on nu_erical forecasts in a relatively da_a ..,._

dense region unless the correlated nature of the data errors is eithsrreducmior =.

corrected using a thorough unlerstauding of the correlated error n_rt_tur_. It \ ,"

should be noted that satellite soundings _ere not intended to cofpletely replace '

conventional data but rather to provlde supplementary luformatien in deta p_r .._

regions. In these r_giono, the satellite data are likely to contain enot_h _d_- • , "_

tional infor_ation to improve numerical forecasts, if the difficult proble_e_ "_

combining data sources with differing error characteristics can be _lved, .... , '_
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